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ABSTRACT

PREDICTING AGGRESSION AND STRESS
IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
USING THE MMPI:
A VULNERABILITY HYPOTHESIS
by
Byron Earle Greenberg

This study addresses the use of scales and subscales from prehire MMPI’s to
predict levels of aggression and stress among law enforcement professionals in the field
(n=75). Multiple regression analysis revealed promising results in support of the MMPI’s
predictive utility.
Two scales, Aggression (AGR) and Stress Vulnerability (SYS) were developed as
outcome measures through a three step validation process: (a) theoretical-substantive,
through a literature review and analysis of pilot data (n = 202); (b) internal-structural,
statistical analysis on sample data and (c) criterion-external, through corelational analysis
with externally derived departmental assessments of each officer. The final Aggression
index (AGR) is an aggregate score composed of three separate measures:
Emotional/empathic withdrawal (EW), a bias indicator (PREJ), and an abbreviated

version of the Buss-Perry aggression questionnaire (AGGR, see also Riggs & Greenberg,
1999). The final Stress index was an aggregate score composed of separate measures
including: depression (DEP), avoidant coping (AVOID), emotional fatigue (EF),
perceived number of stressors (PRCSTR), level of hope (HOPE), and somatic response
level (SOMAT).
MMPI scales and subscales that have been theoretically related to characteristics
of aggression and stress were selected as potential predictors variables. Reduction of the
number of predictors was performed through theoretical and statistical means in an effort
to protect the outcome against multi-collinearity. Results demonstrated the utility of SC5,
PK and HY1 as predictors of aggression (N=45: Multiple R = 0.52, Adjusted R square =
0.22). Variance in level of stress was accounted for by Cn, MF(5), and HY (N=75,
Multiple R = 0.44, Adjusted R square = 0.16).
The results are discussed relative to new measures for selection cut scores in the
law enforcement hiring process using the MMPI. Further the potential utility of AGR
and SVS measures are discussed in terms of their use in managing stress and aggression
among active law enforcement professionals.
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CHAPTER 1.

NATURE OF THE STUDY

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine if specific prehire MMPI scales and
subscales can be used to predict future levels of aggressiveness as well as stress among
sworn law enforcement professionals. In essence this study seeks to test a vulnerability
hypothesis.
Background of the Problem
Psychological screening has become an important and often pivotal component in
the selection process of law enforcement officers (Reese & Goldstein, 1986; Shaw,
1994), however; there has been growing debate about the effectiveness of psychological
screening (Stratton, 1984; Meier, Farmer and Maxwell, 1987).

There has been an

increase in public displays of force, costly litigation, and the financial loss that occurs
when officers are incapacitated due to stress. Law enforcement has recently turned to
psychologists and the screening process for answers. The use of psychological screening
has brought forth several questions such as: (a) Is the purpose of psychological screening
simply to screen-out job-applicants with mental disorders?

(b) can individuals be

identified who would be ill-suited for the demands of law enforcement? (c) can this
psychological screening identify individuals whose non-pathological personality makeup
predisposes them to falling short of the public’s interest? (d) can it warn us of which
individuals might crumble under the awesome weight of society’s trust?
Professionals involved in the selection process have long recognized that law
enforcement is characterized by prolonged periods of mild to moderate stimulation,
punctuated by short bursts of exceptionally high stress (Wood, 1982). Stress is one of the
primary characteristics of the law enforcement profession.

A recent release by the

Department of Justice (1997) noted twenty-eight major sources of stress for law
3

enforcement broken down into five major categories: (a) intra-organizational practices
and characteristics, (b) inter-organizational practices and characteristics, (c) criminal
justice system practices and characteristics, (d) public practices and characteristics, and
(e) police work. Social scientists have suggested that this fluctuating and often hostile
work environment necessitates certain psychological, physical,

and

emotional

characteristics in the peace officer (Kroes, Margolis and Hurrell, 1990; Mills and
Stratton, 1982).
If psychological screening tools can be utilized to identify individuals who will
perform optimally as peace officers, then both law enforcement and the public will
benefit.

Law enforcement departments perform psychological screening on those

interested in becoming officers for selection of the best candidates. Screening is designed
to accomplish two goals: (a) selecting in applicants with traits associated with effective
law enforcement and (b) screening out applicants whose intellectual capacity, perceptual
abilities, and/or emotional status would represent a risk to the public (Meier, Farmer and
Maxwell, 1987). Validity of this screening process remains in question. Although the
law mandates that, "...only criteria that have been empirically validated to predict success
within a particular occupation as it is specifically incarnated within the workplace of a
particular employer are constitutionally acceptable as selection criteria” (Griggs v. Duke
Power Co.; Pallone, 1992), an optimal screening process has yet to be established.
The screening-out process has historically focused on identifying those who
exhibit signs of psychological, emotional, or intellectual inadequacies. This aspect of
screening is most reliably executed if an applicant demonstrates some noticeable
psychopathology.

Studies have demonstrated that law enforcement personnel score

within the normal range on personality inventories such as the MMPI (Mathews, 1993).
This suggests that although the work environment is unique in terms of its chronic and
acute stressors, law enforcement personnel are not unique in terms of their personality
makeup. Mathew's findings, are based on large samples with only one dichotomous
4

criterion variable, (officer, non-officer). Findings such as these bring in to question the
accuracy of current selection studies.

Interestingly, very little research has been

performed to determine if there are specific personality characteristics associated with
predictably poor performance among law enforcement-even more specifically, poor
behavioral responses to the stressful environment of law enforcement. Of the research
performed to date, it has been determined that some personality characteristics as
measured by scales on personality inventories such as the (MMPI) are predictive of
termination (Bartol, 1991), training attrition and performance (Hargrave, & Hiatt, 1987;
Inwald & Shusman, 1985) ratings by supervisors on technical ability (Beutler, 1985),
field performance (Bernstein, Schoenfeld, & Costello, 1982), resignation (Azen, 1974),
and job success (Azen, Snibbe, & Montgomer, 1973). However, Schoenfeld, Kobos, &
Phinney (1980) suggested that criterion variables require improved definition before the
search for valid predictors can be discerned.
An important and confounding factor in measuring the success of the selection
aspect of psychological screening rests upon the varied definitions of "performance
criteria" used to guide validation studies (McDonough, and Monahan, 1975; Schoenfeld,
The subjective nature of “performance”

Kobos, Phinney, 1980; Pallone, 1992).

combined with the recognition that each law enforcement department has independent
sets of hiring criteria, inhibits researchers in their efforts to control for or limit
confounds1. It may be more advantageous for researchers to pick particular categories of
peace officer behavior(s) that are undesirable and develop screening procedures that can
reliably predict those most at risk for exhibiting these behaviors. Since agencies can be
held liable for employees (Bonsignore v. City of New York, 1981), specific behaviors
pose serious risks to the hiring agency and its represented community.

1 This may also explain findings such as Mathews (1993), that suggest non-significant differences between
police officers and other professionals on personality inventories such as the MMPI.
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When an officer takes early retirement, extended leave or exhibits poor job
performance citing chronic stress, medically unexplainable migraines, lower back pain,
angina or other stress related symptomology, the precipitating factor is often an inability
to cope with stress and its related demands (Vulcano, Barnes, & Breen, 1984;
Weinberger, 1990). This stress related behavior on the part of the officer can cost the
public millions of dollars (Chief Nunn, personal communication, September 17, 1997).
Similarly, the officers who use excessive force or verbal abusiveness may damage their
own career while creating a legal liability for the department. Both the officer citing
stress and the aggressive officer may have something in common—their behaviors may be
an attempt to cope, albeit ineffectively, to the stressful demands of law enforcement.
Additionally, they may be totally unaware of the inappropriate nature of their behavior
and its potential expense to their departments, society and their careers.

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine two categories of behavior that are seen as
undesirable in a law enforcement agency: (a) excessive or unnecessary levels of
aggression, and (b) stress related bumout/health concerns.

Using pre-hire MMPI and

MMPI-2, (clinical and subscales) as the predictor variables, this study provides regression
equations which account for variance in an aggression measure and a stress measure.
To accomplish this,

two scales, Aggression (AGR) and Stress Vulnerability

(SYS) were developed as outcome measures to define aggression and stress level. The
construction of these scales occurred through a three step validation process: (a)
theoretical-substantive, (b) internal-structural, and (c) criterion-external.

This process

was undertaken to ensure a more authentic measurement of stress and aggression among
law enforcement personnel.
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The aggression scale was created from a self-assessment instrument consisting of:
The Hostility-Aggression Questionnaire (Buss-Perry, 1992; Smith & Bryant, 1997), and
burnout questions which tap into empathic withdrawal, and questions measuring
prejudice or subjective bias towards multiple groups.

The stress scale consists of:

stress/bumout related questions such as; the Avoidant subscale from the Coping Styles
Inventory (CSI; Amirkhan, 1990); a burnout inventory measuring emotional fatigue;
questions on depression, hopelessness, an assessment of somatic complaints, and self
perceived levels of stress. Third party assessments of each participant's personnel records
were provided by the employing agency as well.

Both the officers' survey and the

departments will assess aggressive tendencies and stress related health problems in an
attempt to create a composite aggression score (AGR) and a Stress Vulnerable Score
(SYS2).
Ideally, the present study will provide an opportunity to create an adequate
aggression and stress vulnerable measure using multiple indicator variables from multiple
sources, then utilize the measurements on these scales as criteria to determine if the
MMPI can provide an adequately predictive regression equation. In essence, this project
will attempt to identify personality characteristics, which when combined with this high
stress profession, precipitate certain undesirable responses. Another way this process
may be conceptualized is as a subclinical manifestation of the diathesis stress model.

Problem Statement
Exposure to a stressful and sometimes violent environment requires psychological
and behavioral adjustments on the part of a peace officer (Chandler & Jones, 1979;
Cullen, Link, Travis & Lemming, 1983). Psychological screening is intended to increase
the probability of selecting only those officers who have the capacity to respond
2The SYS is a measure of stress level, it is called a vulnerability score because it is a predicted outcome
measurement.
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appropriately to these adjustment demands (Meier, Farmer and Maxwell, 1987). Current
psychological screening methods focus on the selecting-in process, utilizing preestablished profiles or departmentally specified performance criterion. This process is
questionable and considered illegal by some. The screening-out process to date, has been
a function of identifying gross pathology or symptoms indicative of gross pathology.
Several studies have attempted to identify personality profiles of officers who display
problematic behaviors, (Bartol, 1991; Kleinman, & Gordon, 1986; Beutler, et al.., 1985).
However, the results are mixed and limited to theoretically-based hypotheses and
questionable statistical analysis which are of limited value.
Several concerns arise in addressing behavioral predictions for law enforcement
personnel. First, it is important to have a cohesive theory to guide assumptions about the
cause of behavior (Dawes, Faust and Meehl, 1989). Second, it is important that the
predictor and outcome measures are valid measurements of the constructs under
investigation, in this case personality indicators as predictors and aggressive and stressvulnerable scores as outcome measurements. Infante (1986) stated that “a personality
trait is not a strong predictor of response in a single situation (i.e., r = .30 is usual) but is
very predictive of patterns of behavior over time and averages of large numbers of
behaviors” (p.10). Although r = .30 is arguably quite large when considering single traitsingle event predictions, it would be optimal for prediction studies to measure multiple
traits and have a large sample of a particular class of behaviors over time in order to
maximize predictions. This study attempts to accomplish this objective through the use
of outcome measurements which are multi-variate and multi-sourced, in addition to the
use of a longitudinal design.
It should be noted that studies have demonstrated the reliability of the MMPI over
time (Butcher, 1979; Butcher, Dahlstrom, Graham, Tellegen & Kaemmer, 1989).
Conversely, it is argued by Blau (1994) that "officer traits apparently change with
experience" (p.7). Studies on the reliability of the MMPI with law enforcement have
8

been mixed. Of the studies which demonstrated statistically significant differences in
MMPI over a police officer's career, statistical significance was found, but clinical
significance was questionable (Butler, Meredith & Nussbaum, 1988; Hiatt & Hargrave,
1988).

Problem Summary
If current psychological screening methods are limited to identifying and rejecting
individuals with psychopathology or selecting those with normal personality profiles,
then performance outcomes will probably remain the same. However, if specific at-risk
profiles can be identified, the screening process may save law enforcement, the public,
and the applicant unnecessary suffering and expense.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Chapter Overview
The literature reviewed in this chapter deals with four separate but related areas.
The first section presents a theoretical rational for the use of a personality indicator to
predict behavior. This addresses the interaction of adjustment demands (stresses) with
personality to precipitate a continuum of functional and dysfunctional behaviors.
The second section is a review of current screening methods in law-enforcement.
The main focus of this section is on the process and psychological variables considered
relevant to the psychological screening process.
The third section deals with the issue of aggression/hostility—first from the
historical/theoretical perspective and then from a model building perspective.

This

section culminates by utilizing Toch’s typological model of aggression motivation to
identity MMPI factors that were used as predictor variables in the analysis.
The fourth and final section addresses stress vulnerability as a function of
burnout, somatic, and depressive and avoidant responses to adjustment demands. This
section approaches stress vulnerability through postulates implied in the diathesis stress
model of dysfunction.

In particular, primary characteristics of an individual may

predispose them to vulnerability under certain precipitating/stressful conditions.

Personality as a Predictor of Behavior
The Interactionist Model
According to Morris (1994), the objective of psychology is to define, explain,
predict, and eventually control behavior. Lacking a comprehensive personality theory,
prediction studies have operated within a “range of convenience,” as Kelly (1955)
described it. The focus is on certain aspects of personality that are convenient to their
study, ignoring those elements that don’t fit their theory.

10

Dawes, Faust, and Meehl

(1989) indicate that the only way for the clinician to make better predictions than the
actuary, is to be guided by a coherent theory.

Several theoretical assumptions will

provide the grounding for this study, one of which is Lewin’s 1939 model of behavioral
outcomes. This theory, endorsed and augmented by R.B. Cattell and A. Bandura, will be
discussed.
Lewin (1939) posed the equation B= f(P, E), as a method of studying behavior. In
this postulate, B (the behavior) is a function of P (Person; Biology, learning/personality)
and E (the environment with its varied demands),

This equation is implied in

contemporary theories of psychology such as Cognitive Behavior’s three-term
contingency and Psychodynamic theory in which the person (P) seeks environments (E)
wherein behaviors (B) can be recapitulated. These are simplified examples, but the
common components are all present.
R. B. Cattell augmented this formula to read R= f(P, S). In this equation, R stands
for response or reaction of the individual, S refers to the situation or stimulus, and P
stands for personality (Schultz, 1981).

For Cattell, understanding personality meant

understanding and predicting behavior. His theory of personality assumes relatively
permanent aspects of personality called traits. He defined a trait as a “reaction tendency”
and assumed that it could be measured.
In the case of law enforcement, it is of great importance to identify those “reaction
tendencies” that predispose an officer to act in inappropriate ways. To accomplish this, it
may prove useful to identify the unwanted reactions/behaviors (R)/(B) and those
Personality traits (P) that appear concurrently with these reactions. This leaves one other
element of the formula for consideration, (S)/(E) stimulus/environment.

11

Response to Stress as Coping Behavior
Carson and Butcher (1992) state “Any stress reaction, of course, reflects the
interplay of inner strategies and outer conditions...some more influencing than others, but
all working together to make the individual react in a certain way” (pp.

147). This

identifies any stress reaction as an attempt to accommodate an adjustment demand—an
attempt to cope. Coping is described by Folkman & Lazarus (1985) as a transactional
process in which an individual makes cognitive and behavioral efforts to master, tolerate
or reduce external or internal demands, and conflicts. Coping behavior may take many
forms, from attacking the problem using a problem solving strategy, or attacking the
source of the problem using aggressive or hostile behavior. Further, coping behavior may
include an avoidant style based on ones perceived inability to cope. This in turn may
amplify the stressful nature of the adjustment demand—precipitating other stress relevant
responses such as somatic symptoms (Cohen, Tyrell and Smith, 1993). Although not all
law enforcement officers have the same exact stressors/environmental demands, chronic
stress punctuated by severe acute stress is a common factor to many law enforcement
personnel. If a large enough sample of officers can be drawn from the law enforcement
population, researchers may methodologically reduce some of the error variance in (E) of
Lewin’s equation. This may minimize the noise, allowing clearer associations between
personality(P), and behavioral outcomes (B) to manifest themselves.
In summary, Lewin’s model provides the theoretical framework upon which
adjustment demands imposed by the external (situational) or internal (perceptual)
environment may precipitate coping responses/behaviors mediated by the personality.
Figure 1, Lewin's Relational Model and Bandura's Reciprocal Determinism, displays this
theoretical framework.
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Person
• Personality
• Biology

Environmental Demands
♦ Situational constraints
* Long-term effects

Behaviors
4

*

• Meeting adjustment
Demands

Figure 1. Lewin's Relational Model and Bandura's Reciprocal Determinism
The above theoretical approach is somewhat consistent with trait theory in that the
focus is on internal determinants of behavior, yet the line from environmental demands to
personality does indicate the effect of situational influences. Endler, (1982) suggested
that the environment is the general context or persistent background against which
behavior occurs. This may be represented by the observation that in the absence of
violent confrontation there is no situational demand for an aggressive response. This
would not preclude an officer from perceiving a violent criminal when there is really a
submissive criminal, or just a suspect. Support for this observation is presented by Rotter
(1954) who stated that the only part of the environment that influences behavior is that
part which is meaningful to the person. Thus, perceptions of danger and/or the type of
cues one attends to with greater regularity may critically influence behavioral responses.
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Functional Versus Dysfunctional Coping
That environment and person interact to produce specific behaviors is well
documented and supported.

The precise mechanisms of this relationship are not as

clearly defined in the literature.

The stress literature demonstrates that acute stress

produces a flight or fight response involving the hypothalamus, pituitary, and adrenal
glands (Cox, 1976; Herbert & Cohen, 1993). The coping literature suggests that there are
two main types of copers or coping behaviors: problem solving and avoidant (Delong,
1970; Amirkhan, 1990a). These two processes seem to have much in common. The
avoidant coper flees from stressful situations, even if only mentally through defense
mechanisms such as denial, projection or perhaps even dissociation. The problem
solving coper appears to fight or attack the problem in an effort to solve or terminate the
adjustment demand3.
Further it has been demonstrated that people develop idiosyncratic ways of coping
with stressors/environmental demands (Folkman & Lazarus, 1985; Amirkhan, 1990b).
These predispositional stress responses/coping-styles appear to be fairly stable,
corresponding with or approximating personality traits (Costa & McCrae, 1986). Coping
mechanisms, once developed, are strategies or rules used to adjust to environmental
demands.

Although people display a tendency to cope in a particular manner, it is not

until the coping response is inappropriate or ineffective that we label it as problematic or
pathological.

Figure 2, Behavioral Response Continuum, represents a theoretical

“normal” continuum of coping. On one side of the behavioral response continuum is the
problem solving coper, which may also be conceptualized as the fight response. On the
other side of this coping continuum is the avoidant coper, which may be conceptualized
as the flight response.
At the extremes of this theoretical continuum are ineffective coping mechanisms
which are magnified responses to perceived threat, either physical or psychic.
3 Adjustment demand is used synonymously with stressor.
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This

response overkill may be a result of a real or imagined threat. For instance an officer may
see a suspect as particularly threatening even in the absence of real evidence.

This

officer, a problem solving coper may use an excessive amount of force (coping behavior)
to get compliance from the suspect. On the other side of this continuum is the officer
who experiences the adjustment demands (environmental stressors) of their job as
overwhelming. These officers may avoid dealing with these demands by internalizing the
stress and becoming ill, taking stress leave, over-controlling emotions or displaying other
defense mechanisms that prevent or block normal functioning. This officer may see a
suspect, experience subjective discomfort and avoid approaching the suspect or call for
backup when none is needed. On the other hand this officer may perform OK but feel as
thought they are very detached or mechanical (disassociated) during the process. In both
of these scenarios the officers extreme response can result from an inappropriate coping
stratagem which may put them or others at risk.

Figure 2. Behavioral Response Continuum
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This continuum will be referred to in the discussion section. Although the coping
continuum is only theoretical, it will be use to explain the relationship between the stress
intolerant and aggressive groups discussed in later sections. It should be noted that this
dissertation only introduces the concept of levels of coping as a way of standardizing
behavioral responses to stressors/adjustment demands. It is the intent of the author to
develop this concept in future studies.

Current Screening Practices: Pros and Cons
The National Advisory Commission of the Department of Justice (1967) set forth
in Standard 13.5.2 that, “Every police agency, by 1975, should retain the services of a
qualified psychiatrist or psychologist to conduct psychological testing of police
applicants to screen out those who have mental disorders or are emotionally unfit for
police work.” Since this time, law enforcement agencies have employed psychological
services as a mandatory part of their hiring process.
Agencies nationwide have varying degrees of commitment and respect for
psychological services.

For instance, California’s Commission on Peace Officer

Standards and Training, P.O.S.T. (1991) states in Chapter 1, Article 2 Section 1031 (f),
one of the minimum standards to be met before hiring is that the applicant “.... Be found
to be free from any physical, emotional, or mental condition which might adversely affect
the exercise of the powers of a peace officer, (pg. A-16)” After considering ways of
improving police management and standards, a state senate committee in New York
(1986), reported that no candidate should be allowed on a police department until a
complete psychological assessment is made. Further, New York’s committee cited the
dire consequences to the public and the liability to the department should unfit candidates
make it into police work. Recognizing the liability, many state and local agencies have
also made screening mandatory (Territo, Swanson and Chamelin, 1977; Johnson, 1983).
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The methodology for this screening process and the criterion for an
inclusion/hiring rule, however, are ambiguous and differ from department to department
(Strawbridge & Strawbridge, 1990). For example, the personality tests used may vary
based on the tradition of the department or the consulting psychologist performing the
evaluation. If the department uses a psychiatrist for the evaluation, the tests may include
a projective test and an interview or, in some cases, just an interview. The methods used
often reflect the departments bias towards a screening-out or selecting-in approach
towards hiring.

Screening-out Versus Selecting-in
Meier, Farmer and Maxwell (1987) point out the difference between selecting-in
those candidates who possess particular traits believed to be correlated with those found
in successful officers and screening-out those who exhibit signs of psychological,
emotional, or intellectual inadequacies, undermining their ability to perform responsibly
as an officer. This distinction is critical, as selecting-in procedures requires the ability to
match against hundreds of traits and literally millions of potential combinations of
intensities of those traits. Conversely, screening-out requires the identification of single
at-risk behaviors which would create liability for the department and society.

For

instance, it would be easy to screen-out a school bus driver if you knew that she had a
70% chance of drinking while on the job, yet it would be a daunting task, to attempt to
discriminate using the characterlogical make up of a successful school bus driver.
Beyond its ability to identify gross psychopathology, the MMPI may hold
potential as a “screening-out” instrument for non-pathological applicants. Studies have
shown relationships between the MMPI scales and police variables such as academy
performance (Eisenberg and Dowdle, 1981); job problems (Hiatt and Hargrave, 1988);
supervisor’s ratings (Bartol, 1982), and academy drop-out rate (Hargrave and Berner,
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1984). These and other studies have attempted to demonstrate characteristics of job
success, providing a criterion measurement for the selecting-in process. Unfortunately
“there is no convincing evidence for the use of psychological instruments to predict long
term successful performance in the field of law enforcement” (pg. 213, Meier, Farmer
and Maxwell, 1987). One reason for this problem, is the inability of researchers to
adequately articulate a set of characteristics necessary and sufficient to produce long-term
success among law enforcement personnel.

Selection Theory
It is important to address several issues related to decision theory.

Decision

theory is used to determine the cut-points for hiring criterion or cut-points for clinical
tests to assign diagnoses. In both cases, criterion cut-points are strategies for determining
the highest probability of true positives and negatives, and the lowest probability of false
positives and negatives. An important distinction between clinical and selection uses for
decision theory, is that a false positive for clinical diagnosis (a false diagnosis) equates to
a false rejection (not hiring an appropriate candidate) in the personnel selection
application (Anastasi, 1988).
When setting cutoff scores, several factors are taken into consideration. In some
occupations for instance, an inappropriate employee-job fit may prove disastrous. In
situations such as this the cutoff score for some criterion measure should be set high,
reducing the percentage of false positives and consequentially increasing the risk of false
negatives. This too is a risk, for screening out an applicant who is otherwise qualified
may increase the risk for litigation. Therefore, in order for the screening process to be
optimal, the decision criterion may utilize a multiple stages and or multiple criterion
approach. For law enforcement selection, the multi-stage approach includes background
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investigations, psychological screening, physical exam, a number of interviews and the
rigors of a demanding training program.
A primary consideration in setting the selection criterion is the effectiveness of the
instrument used to screen. The effectiveness is the ability of the instrument to maximize
the ratios between valid acceptances and false rejections, and valid acceptances and false
acceptances.

This along with the selection ratio are primary considerations when

determining the success of any given screening devise. In some areas, selection ratios are
high (limited number of applicants to jobs), placing greater demand on the accuracy of
the selection procedures.

In essence, knowledge of the validity or efficiency of an

instrument is of paramount importance in creation or use of a screening protocol.
Most departments have multiple steps in the hiring process. The following only
presents two of the potential steps a department can use (Background investigation and
Psychological screening); however almost all departments have additional processes (e.g.
physical tests, civil service exams, departmental interviews etc.).

Background Investigation
An important component in the hiring process includes the background
investigation. Typically performed by the agency who is hiring, this component may
flush out those whose intentions are less than honorable. Interestingly, in many cases this
critical information is unavailable to the psychologist or psychiatrist involved in the
psychological evaluation.

Collateral information acquired by investigators, when

combined with the MMPI validity, clinical and subscales, might prove to be yet another
indicator of the applicant’s motivation for seeking a career in law enforcement.
Additional information such as a history of childhood enuresis, fire setting,
cruelty to animals, victimization as a child, paternal or maternal deviance (i.e., drug and
alcohol abuse or psychiatric hospitalizations), head trauma, personal drug or alcohol
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abuse, or previous arrests are strong indicators of risk for aggression or stress
vulnerability (Convit, Jaeger, Lin, Meisner, and Volavka, 1989). This is the type of
information that people may withhold from a stranger who is performing a psychological
evaluation, but a background investigator, having access to third parties and court
records, may be in a position to verify or corroborate these behavioral markers.
Many law enforcement agencies utilize consultants to perform their psychological
screening while in-house staff do the background investigation. This appears to lessen
the potential effectiveness of the process, especially if neither entity informs the other of
its results and/or questions. This is even more grievous when it is understood that the
clinical testing and psychological interviewing may inform the background investigators
as to where and how deep to dig in certain areas of the applicant’s history.

This

additional measure may create greater levels of efficiency while improving the accuracy
of the screening-out process.

Psychological Testing
Psychological screening, typically consisting of an interview and a test battery,
has become commonplace in law enforcement.

There is, however, debate over its

usefulness (Hiatt and Hargrave, 1988). Several personality tests are used widely by law
enforcement agencies, but the most widely used remains the MMPI, now MMPI-2.
Hartman (1997) suggested that this instrument is typically combined with one or more of
the following: the Inwald Personality Inventory (IPI; Inwald, Knatz, and Shusman, 1983)
the California Personality Inventory (CPI; Gough, 1975), the Sixteen Personality Factor
(16PF; IP AT, 1972) or projective personality tests such as the Rorschach Ink Blot test
and the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). The cut points for these different tests,
along with the variety of tests and test combinations used in test batteries makes it
difficult to perform global outcome studies on the screening process. The variety in
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testing methods, the distinctions among personnel providing the psychological service,
and the ever-evolving screening goals within a single department over time make it a
formidable task to assess outcomes-even within a single agency.
Historically, testing has been an attempt to identify characteristics assumed to be
desirable in law enforcement personnel (selecting-in). Some of these personality traits
include: intelligence, assertiveness, dependability, directness, and conscientiousness
(Matarazzo, 1964); mature, outgoing, dominant, rule-oriented, emotionally controlled,
achievement oriented, lacking in anxiety, lacking in somatic problems, and limited cyclic
variance in mood states (Hargrave and Berner, 1986); feeling comfortable with people,
free from worry, self-confident, and, in the case of females, rejecting typical female roles
(Komfeld, 1995). The process of testing for these characteristics constitutes more of a
“selecting-in” process (Meier, Farmer and Maxwell, 1987). These authors go on to cite
several factors that contribute to the lack of validity in this methodology. One major
factor is the variability in criterion or outcome measures used to assess “success” as a
police officer (e.g. supervisor ratings, academy grades, accident proneness, etc..).
Success as an officer may be attained in different ways by different people. Further, it
should be noted that different police agencies have different tasks calling for different
skills. With over 20,000 different law enforcement agencies in the United States, the
variety of tasks, community needs, department milieus, and training programs creates an
unmanageable number of variables in defining “success” as a cop.
One obvious screening-out practice in the selection process occurs when a
candidate demonstrates psychopathology. It becomes a more difficult problem when
candidates border on pathology but do not meet the rejection criterion (Caldwell,
Personal Communication, November 15, 1997). In these cases, additional tests can be
given, but this does not guarantee that the symptomology will expose itself.
Another screening-out method involves looking for those traits associated with
unsuccessful law enforcement personnel. This is a somewhat more dubious process in
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that officers who don’t make it into the force are not around to provide data as to whether
or not these traits contribute to poor performance. Some of the characteristics associated
with unsatisfactory ratings for officers have been identified such as: over-sensitivity,
rigidity, distrust, resentment, irritability, and maladaptive hyperactivity (Lachar, 1979).
Some of these undesirable traits may be experienced as temporary states from time to
time in even the most suitable officer candidate. In what combination, or to what degree
of globality would they present a liability or under what circumstances? For instance,
rigidity has been related to, rule-oriented, dependable, and emotionally controlled, traits
mentioned earlier as desirable. This has yet to be investigated, but may be of critical
importance if used as a screening-out criterion.
Although most departments use a clinical interview, this process varies from a
structured, checklist-type interview to that of analytic free associations. The majority of
research on officer selection methods and screening is performed using formal testing as
predictor measures; however, very little research has been performed to assess the
validity of the psychological interview with law enforcement applicants (Crosby, 1979).
Pallone (1992) comments on clinical judgments based on the interview stating that the
“criterion which corresponds to each descriptor on the continuum, yrom well qualified to
unsuitable, tend toward evanescence and ethereality” (pg. 177). He goes on to note that
the contribution of this part of the process has not been validated and is of limited
empirical value.
Most interviews are behaviorally oriented, pursuing issues related to alcohol
consumption, conflicts with authority figures, or problems within the work or social
environment in general. Much like free association, applicants are given an opportunity
to answer questions spontaneously. This may allow the interviewer to identify statements
that suggest poor judgment under pressure, irresponsibility, or other negative traits
(Inwald, 1986).
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In the final analysis, the findings of current studies on police screening and
selection are limited by methodological as well as statistical problems. Many of these
issues originate in the assumptions made about outcome measures such as “job success”,
“job failure” and their corresponding behavioral definitions.

Aside from these more

obvious concerns, police applicant screening has suffered from a lack of theoretical
vision. Most of the studies to date rely on exploratory, post-hoc methodology with little
input from theory. In the absence of a theoretical rational for the phenomenon observed,
researchers are forced to perform statistical number crunching in an effort to pull the
predictor variables from this proverbial numeric haystack.

This may produce some

functional results, but a lack of theory makes integration of these varied results like
assembling a Piccasso jig-saw puzzle.
Lacking valid outcome research and suffering from a limited record of theoretical
development, psychological screening has yet to fulfill its potential in law enforcement.
Current screening requirements have placed a legitimate burden on the police
psychologist, but this obligation may be going unmet.

POST Requirements for Psychological Screening
The following criterion for the psychological screening of peace officers are
specified in POST (Peace Officer Safety and Training) regulations 1002 (a)(7),
1007(a)(7) and POST Commission Procedure C-2 (Hargrave & Berner, 1997). These
rules apply to all regular officers, all specialized officers, all Level I and Level II reserve
officers, and to all lateral entrants.

“(1) Peace officer applicants shall be judged to be free from job-relevant
psychopathology, including personality disorders, as diagnosed by a qualified
professional described in Government Code Section 1031(f).
(2) Psychological suitability shall be determined on the basis of objective
psychological test score information which has been interpreted by a qualified
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professional. A minimum of two psychological tests shall be used. One must be
normed in such a manner as to identify patterns of abnormal behavior; the other
must be oriented toward assessing relevant dimensions of normal behavior.
(3) All final recommendations to disqualify candidates for psychological
unsuitability shall be based, in part, on a clinical interview. An interview shall
also be conducted when objective test data are inconclusive.” (pp. 722-723)
It is interesting to note that Section 1031(f) identifies the qualified professional to
include “licensed physician and surgeon or ...a licensed psychologist who has a doctoral
degree in psychology and at least five years of post-graduate experience in the diagnosis
and treatment of emotional and mental disorders”. This suggests that a surgeon or
psychiatrist with minimal exposure to law enforcement could administer and interpret
the tests when making selection decisions or suggestions. This adds another dimension to
research on selection, in that paradigmatic differences between professions precludes
uniformity in process.
Beyond the professional performing the screening, these regulations bring into
question such terms as “job-relevant psychopathology” as well as the nature and extent of
the “abnormal” and “normal” behavior(s).

Although we have information on

pathological behavior such as that related to mental diseases, can we identify other
behaviors that are abnormal within the context of job performance or a somewhat
abnormal job for that matter?
Can psychologists identify those who are at-risk for using inappropriate coping
behavior when under stress?
screening-out process.

If so, then perhaps psychology can fulfill its role in

The following section deals with current strengths and

weaknesses in psychological screening methodology-particularly as the use of the
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MMPI. This culminates in the identification of two sub-clinical categories of behavior
that may correlate with identifiable personality characteristics.

Use of the MMPI in Selection
There have been studies that show promising predictive value of the MMPI in
career outcomes in law enforcement. Saxe and Reiser (1976) demonstrated that the mean
MMPI profile of applicants who became successful police officers was significantly
different from the profile of applicants of three other groups: (a) those who failed the
psychiatric evaluation; (b) those who passed a psychiatric evaluation and were selected,
but were later unsuccessful; and (c) the combined two failure groups. Although the value
of the third group is questionably redundant, and the definition of success (i.e., not
leaving law enforcement), may not generalize, this study does demonstrate the MMPI’s
potential value as a screening tool. Azen, et.

al (1974) used stepwise discriminate

analysis to reveal that the MMPI scale 5, the EPPS introception scale and one biodata
predictor (previous military experience) had a significant relationship to the resignation
criterion for the first two years of a police officer’s career. This study also used stepwise
regression analyses to identify another component, "peer rank", as a good predictor of
field performance for those police officers who did not resign. Bartol (1982) used the
MMPI and ratings by the subjects' respective chiefs on a 5-point scale to show that
unsuccessful police officers scored significantly higher on the K-scale and the clinical
scales of (4) Psychopathic Deviate, (5) Masculinity-Femininity, (6) Paranoia, and (9)
Hypomania.

This study corroborated results reported by Matarazzo et al. (1964),

Gottesman (1975), and Mills et al.. (1964) in suggesting that uncorrected clinical scales
differentiated well between the average, above-average, and below-average rated police
groups.
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In a continuation study, Bartol (1991) examined the ability of MMPI to identify
police officers from small towns who terminated because of poor performance.
Discriminant analysis indicated that an "immaturity index," consisting of a combination
of the MMPI scales of Psychopathic Deviate, Hypomania, and L, was a strong predictor
of termination.

Further analysis revealed that a statistical model that combined the

immaturity index with department size and MMPI scales of K and (1), the best predictors
of those who succeeded and failed in the small-town police departments under
investigation. But Talley & Hinz (1990) suggested that using the clinical scales alone
may mask the important differences between appropriate and inappropriate candidates.
These authors suggest the use of subscales for the screening process. In particular those
subscales from (4) and (9) of the clinical scales.
Costello, Schneider and Schoenfeld (1993) considered the MMPI dissimulation
index. They confirmed a relationship between it and days of disciplinary suspension
among law enforcement personnel. The study stipulated a cut-score as a defining "area of
suspicion" (raw F-K difference of -16 or more) and demonstrated that a disproportionate
number of subjects who produced scores in the area of suspicion also proved to be
unacceptable employees as judged by days of disciplinary suspension.
Yet these studies have suffered from poor criterion reliability (Dralle, &
Baybrook, 1985; Stratton, 1984; Schoenfeld, Kobos, and Phinney, 1980; Meier, 1987)
and methodological concerns. One such methodological concern involves the inability to
account for differing and changing job criteria and the cohort effect created within single
departments when doing retrospective studies. Another issue of concern is the use of
vague and often confusing definitions of job success and job failure when selecting
comparison groups for outcome studies.

Even the "Good Cop/Bad Cop" study by

McCormick (1984), replicated by Blau, Super & Brady (1993), demonstrated
methodological as well as statistical problems.

For instance the use of watch

commanders to rate "best" and "least best" officers produces an arbitrary grouping with
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questionable validity. Further, although the replication study reports an 80% "hit rate",
the false positives were not reported.
The MMPI remains the most widely used instrument in Peace Officer screening
(Blau, 1994) although it has not been exhaustively researched among this group. Of
those departments which require testing, almost 90% already use the MMPI. Although
results from previous research suggest the potential use of this instrument as a screening
tool, more research is needed.
Perhaps the best approach in establishing an effective screening out process is to
consider specific classifications of behavior and the context in which they are
inappropriate.

Then determine which characteristics predispose one to exhibit these

behaviors under stress. By taking this risk-management approach, an error may occur on
the side of the false positive (false rejection), but the process may gamer more control
over the outcomes. Two such behaviors which present problems for law enforcement
agencies and officers are aggressive behavior and other stress related behaviors such as
excessive time off, somatization, job related injuries, alcohol and other addictions.

Predicting Aggression: Aggressive/Hostile Responses to Adjustment Demands
Aggression and violence have many meanings that are as varied as the contexts in
which they appear. Historically, prediction studies on violence grew out of the sixties,
when riots quickly erupted from protests, street violence was on the rise, and the people
were witnessing daily violence in Vietnam, considered by many to be an unjust war
(Toch, 1992).

After considerable investigative efforts, many authors of violence

prediction studies concluded that clinicians cannot accurately predict violence. In fact,
Cocozza and Steadman (1974) suggested that results were so poor that for every correct
prediction, there were two false positives.
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Shah, (1981) described methodological limitations in aggression prediction
studies. Specifically, he suggested that such studies need well-defined parameters that
include: types of violence, types of situations or environments, and more sensitivity and
specificity of predictions.

Two other issues that appear to confound the results of

violence prediction studies are that the bulk of these studies used data on mental patients,
in many cases, coming from arrest records. This data (data on deinstitutionalized or
released mental patients) were then generalized to other populations. Another primary
problem is that theory on violence/aggressive motivation was not driving the research;
rather, it was former research driving research.

Hence, correlational research drove

prediction studies that consisted of “univariate predictions intended to be valid over long
periods of time and across different settings” (pp. xiii, Brizer, 1989). By using this
approach, aggression researchers limited themselves to univariate, linear relationships.
This effort to find “the” variable may not be practical in a multiply-determined, multiply
expressed category of behaviors.
Myers (1993) social-psychological definition of aggression is “physical or verbal
behavior intended to hurt someone” (pp. 420). This includes two types of aggression: (a)
hostile aggression which is driven by negative emotions such as anger and (b)
instrumental aggression in which the act is only a means to some other intended end
(Baron, 1977). These have also been referred to as intrinsic and extrinsic aggression
(Buss, 1995). For the purposes of this paper, violence will mean “destructive act(s)” and
aggression will mean “violence, intending a forced win/loose outcome”,

In this

definition, aggression includes violence but is differentiated by its intentional nature.
It is generally accepted that there are people who use aggression to cope in every
culture (Feierabend and Feierabend, 1965).

Karen Homey (1945) proposed that

aggressive coping, something she called a “neurotic trend” and labeled a “moving
against” style, is one of several approaches people use to cope. She stated:
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“...the aggressive type takes it for granted that everyone is hostile, and refuses
to admit that they are not. To him life is a struggle of all against all, and the devil
take the hindmost....His attitude is sometimes quite apparent, but more often it is
covered over with a veneer of suave politeness, fair-mindedness and good
fellowship...” pp. 52.
While this may be a pronounced style with which people approach their environment, it
may also be fair to suggest that every personality characteristic has gradients, or a
spectrum of presentation. This is to say that people are dynamic entities, and it is oversimplistic to classify general behavior dichotomously. Hence an assumption underlying
this section is that aggression can be seen on a continuum of coping behavior. However,
there may be those who require less prompting in order to reach higher levels of
aggression. In short, these officers may present an aggressive style or a tendency to
approach coping with more immediately aggressive, even violent behavior.
It appears from society’s dramatic past that everyone may have a capacity for
violence (Milgram, 1964). There is even a biblical story in which Jesus Christ, a declared
pacifist, used aggressive means, raising a whip and driving money changers out of the
temple.

Although humans may be endowed with an innate capacity for aggressive

behavior, each person appears to have their own threshold of tolerance before utilizing
these behaviors as a means of coping. It appears that at some critical point, aggression
becomes an option, then a probability, and then a behavior.

It is as though self

environment interactions are in dynamic flux, approaching and receding from aggressive
potentials. This theoretical postulate, however, does not address what those situations are
or what type of person in what type of situation will aggress.
Historically, theorists have considered either the type of person or the type of
situation/environmental components of aggression, but they have rarely considered them
together. Perhaps this is because it is a daunting task to account for both interpersonal
and intrapsychic variables and the factorial number of derivations. The following section
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considers several major theories on aggression.

Some focus on the intrapsychic and

others on the interpersonal. The last theory discussed will be addressed in more detail
and used to guide assumptions about aggression.

Historical Views
Although not the first to consider the origins of aggression, Freud posited an
originating destructive instinct that he termed Thanatos, or death.

Freud ascribes

culpability to this instinct when addressing the origins of hostility.

“Man’s natural

aggressive instinct, the hostility of each against all and of all against each, opposes [the]
programme of civilization.

This aggressive instinct is the derivative and the main

representation of the death instinct” (pp. 122, Freud, 1961).

His theory has had a

significant impact on the way in which modem theories attempt to understand aggression
and its motivation(s).
Menninger (1938) echoed Freud’s belief in the innate nature of aggression stating,
“The destructive instinct that slumbers within the heart of even the tiny child begins to be
apparent as externally directed aggressiveness accompanied by rage almost from the
moment of birth” (pp. 24). Freud’s theory, with its innate characteristic, has prompted
researchers to look for genetic and biochemical influences.

Studies such as that of

Lagerspetz (1979) have clearly demonstrated that genetics can influence aggressiveness.
Her study showed that aggressive and passive mice can be specifically bred by coupling
the aggressive and placid mice with like mice.
Moyer (1983) demonstrated that the male sex hormone testosterone influences
aggressiveness.

Others have made similar observations with regard to biochemical

influences on aggressiveness (Morris, 1990; Archer, 1991). Although Freud’s approach
did not consider these physiological substrates, his theory did pose that the death instinct
was an intrinsic and even essential part of life. Freud noted that the death instinct could
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never be irradicated but might be redirected onto less objectionable objects. He even
suggested that inhibiting the fulfillment of the destructive force could cause neurotic
disorders and even suicide (destruction towards self). It is interesting that Freud (1905)
stated “the sexuality of most men shows an admixture of aggression.” In light of
Moyer’s (1983) work on the influence of testosterone, it may be safe to say that Freud
unknowingly noted this chemical connection.
Learning theorist take a different perspective when it comes to aggression. In this
approach to human processes, it is the environment that produces or provides
contingencies of reinforcement (Skinner, 1972) that the individual learns to recognize and
to which they respond. Radical behaviorist like Hull (1943) espouse that behavior is
elicited by “environmental configurations” in a reflexive manner. This approach is also
known as environmental determinism (Bandura, 1986).

Although not mainstream

behaviorism, there is merit to the concept of certain “environmental configurations”
having a higher probability of eliciting an aggressive response, perhaps relative to certain
personality configurations."
Following Pavlov’s seminal study on conditioned salivation in dogs, a line of
research started in 1901, Watson and Rayner (1920) demonstrated that conditioning can
be accomplished in humans as well. Conditioning studies continue to be performed
today.

Ader (1987) demonstrated that even the immune system can be classically

conditioned.

This process involved a complex psycho-neuro-endocrine response to

discrete environmental stimuli (a hot compress).

Some of those same processes, in

particular the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal connections, are at work in the fight or
flight response (Everly, 1992).

If this is true, then stimulus-control might become

generalized to certain social/environmental configurations evoking a fight response. This
introduces the question of how those responses are learned in the first place. Sociallearning theory may provide this additional insight.
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Bandura, Ross, and Ross (1961, 1963), demonstrated that aggressive behaviors
can be learned. In fact, more recent studies on children have confirmed this finding and
elaborate that, as violent content of TV viewing increases, so does aggression (Turner,
Hesse & Peterson, 1986; Eron, 1987).

Kaufmann (1970) suggested that television

viewing/social learning contributes to the “behavioral repertoire”. Interestingly,
“behavioral repertoire” is the same term Skinner (1974) uses to describe the personality.
Kaufmann goes on to state, “The acquisition of behaviors occurs most frequently through
imitation, while it is the reinforcement contingencies, or expectations of rewards and
punishments, that determine their occurrence” (pp. 49).
Some researchers have suggested that witnessing violence predisposes the viewer
to aggression by eliciting violence-related thoughts/cognitions (Berkowitz, 1984;
Bushman & Green, 1990). Participation in violence with a successful outcome may then
provide its own motivational effect by becoming a reinforcement for the cognitivebehavior. Kaufmann (1970) suggested that the practice of aggression has three effects:
(a) it strengthens the habit of aggressing, (b) it lowers the threshold for aggressive
responsiveness, and (c) it attaches negative meaning/context to a larger number of
potentially benign situations.

Should this be true, than perhaps those in jobs which

require aggression (e.g., prison guards, law enforcement, armed forces etc.) might
become increasingly aggressive over time.
Bandura (1989) refers to social cognitive theory’s causal model, Triadic
Reciprocal Determinism.

In this model of causation, three factors: (P) the person

consisting of thoughts, feelings and biology; (B) behavior; and (E) environment, are
reciprocally interrelated.

This model appears to be a derivation of Lewin’s (1939)

equation B= f(P, E). This theory also proposes that behavior (B) is a function of person
(P) and environment (E). As with any mathematical function, the formula can be solved
for any variable; hence, all variables have an influence both directly and indirectly, on
each other.
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The influence of environment on the person and the corresponding behavior can
be witnessed in the research on frustration and its corresponding emotional state. The
following section deals particularly with the effect of frustration on aggressive behavior.
Contemporary aggression research has been heavily influenced by a theoretical
emphasis on emotional reactions (Davis, 1994). This affective component of aggression
is grounded in the work of Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer & Sears (1939) and their
frustration-aggression hypothesis. The frustration aggression hypothesis proposes that
blocking goal attainment causes frustration that motivates aggressive behavior.
Berkowitz (1982) has suggested that frustration itself does not produce aggression, but
the other negative emotions stemming from frustration, such as anger, produces
aggressive behavior(s). This emphasis on emotion or affective states has, to some extent,
ignored other rationally-based cognitive processes.
Zillmann (1988) suggested that cognitive processes of appraisal (that inhibit
aggression), operate most effectively at intermediate levels of arousal. At higher levels of
emotional arousal, cognitions have less effect on aggression, and over-learned behaviors
may occur spontaneously in response to perceived provocation.

This is to say that

frustration may lower the threshold for aggressive coping behavior by interfering with
cognitive processes.
If, on the other hand, one views cognitions as a form of behavior (Ellis, 1980;
Beck, 1990) then it is also logical that this behavior may occur spontaneously in response
to provocation.

Indeed, research suggests that, in order for a person to perceive

provocation, they have to (at some level of consciousness), assign meaning to the
“provoking” behavior (Betancourt & Blair, 1992). It may be seen that prejudice or bias
has its greatest input at this point. A readiness to assign a negative meaning increases the
probability that a negative state, such as anger, will be precipitated (Weiner, Graham &
Chandler, 1982). This is the substance of Beck’s (1995) core beliefs and the automatic
thoughts they precipitate.
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Berkowitz’s emphasis on anger as an emotional readiness to aggress appears to be
supported by attributional research (Weiner, Graham & Chandler, 1982) that suggests
that anger arises when the person who frustrates us is perceived to have done so
intentionally. This, in turn, increases the probability of an aggressive/hostile response. In
this model of aggression, cognitive variables contribute to emotional outcomes that, in
turn, inform coping behavior. Regardless of the process, if frustration is a contributing
factor, then by the often frustrating nature of the job, officers should tend towards
aggression. The Psychological Screening Manual (1995) for peace officers states, “Many
authors have examined the organizational factors of law enforcement work conclude that
the job inherently involves multiple and conflicting expectations” (pp. 15). Conflicting
expectations implies that one goal is blocked by or is in competition with another; a
definition of frustration.
As noted above, attribution theory has contributed to our understanding of
interpersonal aggression. A number of studies (e.g., Wiener, 1986; Berkowitz, 1984;
Betancourt and Blair, 1992; Betancourt, 1990) have indicated the critical role of
cognitions in anti and prosocial behavior.

Other studies (Zillmann & Cantor, 1976;

Johnson & Rule, 1986) have suggested that cognitive appraisal has little effect in
determining whether aggressive behavior will be employed. Referring to this apparent
inconsistency in the literature (Davis, 1994) writes,
“This suggests that there is a limited window of opportunity, early in the
instigation-retaliation sequence, during which cognitive appraisals can inhibit
aggression...Thus, there may be a shift from a primary cognitive, attributiondriven reduction of aggression early in the instigation-aggression sequence to a
more affective, distress-driven sequence later on.” (pp. 175)
If this is true then it may be determined that certain personality types facilitate the
instigation-retaliation sequence in differing ways. Some stylistic approaches may inhibit
cognitive appraisals earlier in the process while others may extend this cognitive process
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providing additional time for problem solving alternatives to aggression.

Some may

approach problem solving in a stylistically negative manner looking for and finding a
source of social discomfort and assigning intentionality with little evidence. An example
of this style may be found in the next section, in particular the reputation-defending style
noted by Toch (1992).
These types of stylistic differences may influence aggressive outcomes through
differing processes. Examples of this come from common beliefs that some people
become frustrated more easily than others, and certain types of people can find the
negative in any situation. These statements address the stylistic approach to life people
exhibit. These stylistic approaches, to many the substance of personality, may critically
influence violent potentials.

Toch’s Typology
Hans Toch (1992) takes a typological perspective in the study of aggressive
behavior.

This practical approach has pragmatic appeal for research and theory,

particularly as it applies to personality assessment. Through a series of studies Toch has
classified aggression into ten categories, each describing a stylistic approach to
interpersonal situations that increase the probability of violent interactions. These ten
categories are further reduced to two primary groupings.

One is “self-preserving

strategies”, in which aggression is used to strengthen or enhance the person’s ego in the
eyes of himself or others. The second primary grouping encompasses behavior that
“dehumanizes others”. Behaviors that fit under this rubric are employed by people who
view themselves and their own needs as being the only consideration of social relevance.
In this narcissistic approach, others are viewed as a means to an end; consequently, there
is no empathic connection other than when it is in the service of meeting the aggressor’s
needs.
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This perspective on types of aggression/aggressors brings together the critical
aspects of previous theories into a less parsimonious but more inclusive paradigm. Under
self-preserving strategies are included: reputation defending, norm-enforcing, self-image
compensating (which includes defending and promoting), self-defending, and pressureremoving. Under approaches that dehumanize others, Toch lists: bullying, exploitation,
self-indulging, and catharting. There are some similarities within and between groups.
All aggressive behavior in this model can be seen as coping behavior addressing some
challenge, real or unreal, internal or external. This approach to aggression accounts for
both instrumental-and emotion-driven aggression. Toch’s theory incorporates current
social learning theory postulates (e.g., interpersonal skills are learned and then reinforced)
while accounting for other intrapsychic phenomenon. Pointing to the reoccurrence of
these violent interactions, Toch incorporates current Psychodynamic theory involving
recapitulation of pathogenic relational processes.

MMPI Characteristics Associated with Toch’s Model for Aggression
The following chart designed for this study breaks down the types of violenceprone persons and addresses the characteristics of each that may contribute to scores on
specific scales and subscales of the MMPI. By matching the characteristics described by
Toch with those indicated for the scales and subscales of the MMPI-2 (Butcher,
Dahlstrom, Graham, Tellegen & Kaemmer, 1989; Graham, 1993; Caldwell, 1988) the
following table was developed (see Table 1). This synthesis is used to identify scales and
subscales most likely to predict violent/aggressive tendencies.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Violence Prone Persons and Hypothesized
Corresponding MMPI Scales and Subscales
Toch’s Classification

Rep-defending

Norm-enforcing

Self-image
(s-i)
(s-i)
defending

Compensa
ting
(s-i)
promoting

Self-defending

Pressure-removing

Bullying

Exploitation

Self-indulging

catharting

Characteristics
Self-Preserving
Expects to be involved in violence
Feels need to defend, sustain and/or live by their roll
Feels connected to society/focused on social obligation
Externally motivated towards violence (“imaginary audience", chorus is unnecessary)
Focus is on self-in-performance, not performance
Intrusive/self appointed champions
Externalizes motivation
May not be circumspect
May be hypervigalent
Esteem may be high
Has learned to justify his actions by orchestrating conflicts he knows he will win
May brood and plot
Sensitive to interpersonal implications on integrity, manliness &worth
May be conscious of doubts, feelings of unworthiness
On-guard, perhaps related to early trauma
Feels disconnected from society and may respond impulsively___________
Needs to demonstrate prowess/may instigate fights/ intrusive behavior
Afraid of being mistaken for a weakling/victim, demands respect
Exaggerated esteem compensating for self-doubt
May feel worthless/ tries to prove self wrong in combat
During youth afraid of physical fights, perhaps related to early trauma
Poor in verbal judo
Is unable to articulate what he should be/only what he isn’t “I am not a bad guy”
May abuse spouse
calculating
Skilled in interpreting social cues ?
May have high esteem yet needs to master fear
May show paranoia (fantasy driven)
• Violence as an expression of helplessness/ last minute effort to obliterate situations in
which they are incompetent
• Deficit in interpersonal coping strategies
• Poor verbal skills
• Low tolerance to frustration, irritation, and other stress relevant emotions
Irritation, helplessness, panic and blind rage
Approaches that Dehumanize
Experiences and needs to master fear
Overcontrolled
Low self-esteem-pronounced feelings of personal inadequacy (picks weaker victims)
Needs to be the source of fear, perhaps from prior trauma
Sees world as black and white, victims and victimizers
Socially inept and unperceptive
Others are means to end
Perseverative (violence works=use violence) closed to new ways
Demanding
Immature/naive
Narcissistic subject to narcissistic-injury
Lacks empathic skills, low anxiety
May not see social disturbance until crises
Feels world is unfair
Poor stress managers
Hypersensitive to negative internal states
Limited insight, poor coping in general
May show depression
Unconcerned with others
May have need for stimuli__________
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MMPI
clinical

MMPI
Subscales

(9)
(2)
(0)

Hy5
Pd2
PK
HY1
Pd4
Pa1
Ma4
(ES)
OH

ill
(F)
(4)
(6)
(K)

(1)
(5)
(K)
(2)

PK
Pd4
(ES)

Sc5

(9)
(7)

(1)
(4)
(K)

(6)
(7)

(K)
(9)

(4)

(K)

ill
(4)
(0)

(1)
(2)
(4)

(ES)
ca
ANG

D5
D1
PK
HY1
A
Cn
(ES)
Pa2
Hy5
D4
Pd4
Ma4
ca
Sc5
LSE
D5
Pd4
Ma4
PK
ASP
D4 Pd4
Ma3 ES Ma4
Pd4
Ma4
Pd3?
Cn
Ma3
Ma1
Sc4
D4
Pa2
Hy1
ASP
Pk

Toch’s model, with each of its sub-categories, addresses, at least on some level,
most current theories on aggression and presents a typology of the aggressive person that
may allow researchers to better quantify predictors of aggression.

Using typologies

allows us to study different personality configurations that may have similar propensities
for aggression but differing motivational components. In this approach, we are not only
looking at multiple determinants for aggression, but also multiple types of aggressors.
Based on a recognition that officers go through a thorough background
investigation it may be safe to rule out categories which suggest ongoing sociopathy.
Further, successful completion of the police academy requires in many cases a team
approach and rather strenuous work ethic. It was determined that the most fruitful areas
of Toch’s model to consider when picking predictor variables are: reputation defending,
self-image compensating, norm-enforcing, self-defending, and pressure-removing.
Unique scales and subscales listed in these five Self-Preserving strategies may provide
the best predictors.
The number of predictors were further reduced by considering only those scales
and subscales listed in two or more of the categories. This reduces the field of
investigation to K, D(2), Pd(4), Pa(6), Pt(7), Ma(9), D5, Hyl, Hy5, Pd4, Sc5, Ma4, ca,
and PK.
Understanding how different personality configurations contribute to aggressive
behavior may help researchers understand how to screen for those prone to aggression. If
our suppositions are correct and different personality characteristics influence the
potential for violent/aggressive behavior, then personality may also contribute to the
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impact the stressful environment has on the individual. If overly aggressive behavior can
be seen as a coping response, albeit inappropriate, then other forms of inappropriate
coping such as repressive/avoidant coping or an inability to cope may also be influenced
by personality. The following section deals with repressive/avoidant coping as opposed
to aggressive coping. Lewin’s model is again applied and MMPI scales and subscales
that have theoretical implications for personality variable indicated in the interactionist
model may be identified .

Predicting Stress Vulnerability : Burnout, Somatic and Avoidant Responses to Stressors
Burnout is characterized as a syndrome of emotional exhaustion and cynicism that
manifests itself among people who work with people (Maslach and Jackson, 1981). This
job-stress related syndrome has been linked to turnover, absenteeism, morale problems
(Maslach & Jackson, 1979), psychosomatic, emotional, physical conditions, poor
decision making, poor impulse control, and other symptoms related to low work
performance (Burke & Greenglass, 1988; Hills & Norvell, 1991; Cherniss, 1980;
Maslach, 1993). What is most salient to the issue of stress vulnerability is that not all
people who work with people get "Burned out". This is to say that of two people
working in the same environment with the same general stressors, one may become
burned out and the other may not—and interestingly the second subject may even thrive in
the same environment the first person found oppressing. All things being equal the only
difference between these two scenarios may be the person. Because burnout, and its
accompanying emotional fatigue, is stress related it could be a relevant indicator when
predicting stress vulnerability.
Inadequate coping mechanism perhaps related to locus of control and precipitating
stressors are of central concern when dealing with burnout and stress induced
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somatization (Amirkhan, 1990; Auerbach, & Gramling, 1998).

Why is it that some

people can cope with stressful situations that render others incapacitated? Amirkhan
(1991) noted that over 25 percent of concentration camp survivors, despite exposure to
chronic and traumatic stressors, do not show psychiatric or physical disease. Research on
psychological disorders suggest that there may be predispositional causes of maladaptive
behavior.
“diathesis”.

This predisposition towards developing a disorder has been called a
Among some mental health professionals, it is assumed that predisposing

characteristics manifest themselves when precipitated by some stressor. This relationship
/

is commonly referred to as the diathesis-stress model of abnormal behavior.

Diathesis Stress Model
The diathesis-stress model is primarily concerned with overwhelming stressors,
the stressors/adjustment demands that exceed the person’s ability to cope,

When

adjustment demands exceed coping resources, we refer to the resulting state as a crises.
A crisis is, in effect, the absence of resources necessary to respond to a challenge. This
resultant state of vulnerability/adjustment failure (Carson and Butcher, 1992) may
precipitate inappropriate, even pathological behaviors. Thus, a concise definition of the
diathesis stress model may be defined as a tendency to respond to adjustment failure
(vulnerability) in a particular manner.
This model is used primarily for its conceptual value rather than as a predictive
tool.

Because of the complexities in parsing out the predisposing factors from the

precipitating stressors among the mentally ill, researchers have yet to explore the
predictive utility of the diathesis stress model (Carson & Butcher, 1992).

It may,

however, have predictive utility when applied to relatively healthy individuals who enter
careers that will place unusually high levels of stress on them. For example, with law
enforcement, it is understood from the beginning that the job entails chronic and acute
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stress. Further, all applicants are given a battery of psychological tests before being
hired. To explore the diathesis stress model among this population, it is important to
have a psychological instrument sensitive to predisposing characteristics that may affect
coping behavior. Perhaps the most widely studied instrument is the MMPI, the same tool
often used in the pre-hire psychological screening process. It will also be important to
address another central issue in the process; that of coping. In effect, coping is an effort
to meet adjustment demands.

Different people/personality types, utilize different

behaviors to adjust to environmental demands. In some cases, aggressive or repressive
behaviors may be used in an effort to cope.

Coning Mechanisms
Before addressing coping mechanisms, it is important to point out that stressors
and the corresponding stress they produce have multiple dimensions.

They can be

chronic or acute, made up of multiple small adjustment demands or a few large demands,
anticipated or surprising, and distant or intrusive.

In all cases, the subjective stress

experience may be effected by a person’s perception of the stressor (Patterson and
Neufield, 1987; Greenberg, Betancourt & Nehlsen-cannerella, 1997) which may, in turn,
influence coping behavior.
According to some researchers there are three major types of coping behavior: (a)
problem solving responses, (b) defensive responses, and (c) help-seeking responses
(Amirkhan, 1990). This approach to coping has its roots in Interpersonal Theory and
roughly approximates Karen Homey’s (1950) “moving against”, “moving away”, and
“moving towards” styles. It also compares with Harry Stack Sullivan’s (1953) “goodme”, “not-me”, and “bad-me” styles.

Although not mutually exclusive, it has been

demonstrated that many people tend to have a style in which one form of coping is
predominant (Amirkhan, 1990). With regard to the above section on Toch’s model as it
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applies to coping, it may be safe to say that there are several sub-categories of the
“moving against” style.
The style of most concern to this section is the defensive or avoidant style,
however the moving against style may be at the core of aggression.

Task oriented

responses occur when people feel competent to handle adjustment demands. This may be
influenced by either internal supports (i.e., previous successes with similar challenges4
and appropriate appraisal of demands) or external supports (i.e., supportive family,
friends, religious community, etc.). When, on the other hand, a person uses a defensive
coping approach, they may see themselves as inadequate in the face of the demand and
feel vulnerable to psychic pain and/or disorganization.
According to Carson and Butcher, (1992) there are two types of defensive coping
responses that might be summarized as exploding and imploding. Both are attempting to
eliminate the experience. The exploder will cathart and eliminate the emotions through
crying, talking, or other emotive responses, and in extreme cases perhaps aggression.
The imploder buries the experience through ego-defense mechanisms such as denial and
repression. This defensive style attempts to change reality to meet one’s perceived or felt
limited resources. As with many processes, this coping mechanism can be healthy when
used in moderation; however, when a person’s stylistic approach to coping is avoidant or
defensive in nature and demands are high (like those in law enforcement), they may
experience disorganization and eventual breakdown.
When coping mechanisms are ineffective and emotionally threatening adjustment
demands go unmet, disorganization may occur. Selye (1976), the father of modem stress
research, presented a model with biological/health related outcomes called the general
adaptation syndrome (GAS). In this model, physiological mechanisms react to meet
demands communicated through the central nervous system. If coping is unsuccessful,

4 May include previous successes with novel adjustments demands equating to ego enhancement.
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then the body reaches the limits of its resources and exhaustion occurs. There has been a
significant amount of literature on the immunologic consequences of stress. In the final
analysis it is revealed that there are negative health outcomes to chronic stress (KeicoltGlaser and Glaser, 1994).
It should be noted that the emotional and or physical breakdown that occurs from
chronic stress may be precipitated by internally or externally originating processes, but
they are always mediated by internal processes of perception. The importance of this
concept rests in the fact that some people are able to work effectively— even seek and
thrive under chronically stressful conditions— while others crumble or seek less stressful
environments. In between these extremes, there is a spectrum of people. Regardless of
whether the origins of these two extreme groups rest in nature or nurture, it stands to
reason that each group may exhibit variable patterns of personality and behavior.
Referring to Figure 1, it is suggested that the behavioral continuum is just that a
continuum and behaviors can vary in intensity as well as function. Of primary concern to
this study are those who crumble physically or emotionally under stress—those who
burnout and breakdown.

This group may exhibit certain personality characteristics

consistent with avoidant coping and the associated psychological processes. A synthesis
of potential characteristics of avoidant coping, burnout and other stress vulnerable
characteristics along with some hypothetically related factors associated with the MMPI
are presented in Table 2. This table was created to define those variables that might
discriminate between those who break down physically and emotionally under stress and
those who will demonstrate more resilient responses.
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Table 2. Characteristics of Susceptibility to Stress
and Hypothesized Corresponding Scales and Subscales from the MMPI
MMPI
Clinical
Code

MMPI
Subscales

Sees self as
vulnerable,
expresses trait anxiety, may
become emotionally exhausted

2,5fem,
3

D5
Hy3
Ma4

May see self as incapable/chronic
inadequacy/ shame and guiltmay have depressive outlook, is
not hopeful
Has ability to avoid/adjust reality,

2

D5
LSE
(ES)

8

Hy1, Hy4

Able to distance self from
emotions, may somaticize or
become hostile

8,7,1,9

Mac-R,
Hy3, Sc2,
Sc4, Pd5,
Hy4, R
OH

May feel disconnected from social
group

4, 5,0

MFGm,
or
Pd1
FAM, Pd4,
Sc1, CN
OH, Re
CN

Characteristic

May
experience
hostility

Immaturity

underlying

7,9,6, 8

L, 4, 9, 8

Notes

5

Pa3
IMM
D5?

Low emotional threshold to stress,
precipitating defensive response.
Inflated appraisal is a reaction to
underlying inferiority.
Hx of avoidant responses or failures
has created a back log of emotional
demands.
Denial; Fantasy; rationalization. This
requires a disciplined mind and may
suggest good concentration.
Repression, Emotional insulation:
reducing ego involvement, protective
withdrawal, Perhaps overly needy of
direction may equal failure to seek
promotion, or seeking medical advice.
May use ETOH.
Emotional
insulation,
avoidant
processes, rugged individualism (to
extreme),

References
(Characteristics
related to stress
vulnerability)
Spielberger, 1983

Bandura, 1977
Chodoff, 1974

Greenwald, 1991

Maslach, 1990
Ford, 1986; 1995
Barsky,
Goodson,
Lane & Clearly, 1988;
Auerbach & Gramling,

1998
Amirkhan, 1994;
Cohen, 1994

Reaction formation projection and
displacement type coping

Friedman &
1984
Smith, 1992

Ulmar,

Acting out, Regression: impulsive
behavior, retreating to adolescence
(lots of toys)
Self preoccupation____________

Heilbrun & Friedberg,
1987

5 Scales and subscales were matched according to characteristics described in Graham, 1993; Greene,
1991; Butcher, 1990; Caldwell, personal communications, 1997, 1998& 1999.
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Hypotheses and Rational
Hypotheses 1. Clinical scales and subscales from the MMPI-2, in particular: K,
D(2) , Pd(4), Pa(6), Pt(7), Ma(9), D5, Hyl, Hy5, Pd4, Sc5, Ma4, ca, ES and PK will
account for a significant portion of variance of an aggression score comprised of multiple
self-reported and departmentally reported indicators.
Rationale: According to Toch (1990), specific characteristics are found in those
who express violent or overly aggressive styles. This is consistent with Tewin’s model of
environment-person interaction.

The above listed MMPI scales and subscales were

chosen in that they are presented in the research as correlating with characteristics similar
to those presented by Toch, (Graham, 1994; Greene, 1992; Butcher, 1996).
Hypotheses 2. Clinical scales and subscales from the MMPI, particularly D(2),
Pd(4), Mf(5), Pt(7), Sc(8), Ma(9), D5, Hy3, Hy4, Pa3, OH, R, LSE(ES), Mac-R, and Cn
will account for a significant portion of variance of a stress-vulnerable score comprised of
multiple self-reported and departmentally reported indicators.
Rational: According to the literature (Spielberger, 1983; Heilbrun & Friedberg,
1987; Friedman & Ulmar, 1984; Smith, 1992; Amirkhan, 1994; Cohen, 1994; Maslach,
1990; Ford, 1986; 1995; Barsky, Goodson, Lane & Clearly, 1988; Greenwald, 1991;
Bandura, 1977; Chodoff, 1974), certain characteristics are highly related to stress level
and may potentiate stress vulnerability.

The above listed MMPI scales and subscales

were chosen in that they are presented in the research as indicative of characteristics of
stress vulnerability (Graham, 1994; Greene, 1992; Butcher, 1996). These scales and
subscales were chosen from the overall list in that they appear multiple times.
Four exploratory hypothesis were also tested. These hypotheses include:
Hypotheses 3.

Number of years on the job has a cumulative stress effect,

exacerbating or precipitating the aggressive and/or stress-vulnerable styles.
Rational: The diathesis stress model suggests that a vulnerability will manifest
itself when stress reaches a critical level. Law enforcement is a high stress job and each
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day on the job may increase the probability that the stress level will reach symptomatic
levels.

The cumulative nature of stress in some people may also contribute to

precipitation of an aggressive and/or stress-vulnerable style.
Hypotheses 4. Exposure to acute, intense stress (shooting someone or being shot
at) in combination with the chronic stress of law enforcement will exacerbate or
precipitate an aggressive and/or stress-vulnerable response style.
Rational: Adaptive coping styles for chronic stress are often insufficient for acute
traumatic stress (Everly, 1989; Van der Kolk, 1988).

Some officers may have a

resistance to chronic stress but not to traumatic stress. This would suggest that officers
who experience both traumatic stress and chronic stress would be at greatest risk for
expressing a vulnerable response style.
Hypotheses 5.

The composite scores forming the Aggression Score and the

Stress-vulnerable score will correlate significantly.
Rational: The AGR and SYS scores have several critical factors in common. First
per the model presented in Figure 2, both of these styles are extreme responses to
perceived threat. This would indicate that both groups tend to over respond to perceived
threat. Both groups may display difficulty in correcting this response. Whether AGR’s
and SVS’s are both poor learners or just all or nothing thinkers is inconsequential, that
they maintain this style is important in that it effects their environment. This may set up
dysfunctional or dissatisfying interactions with the primary sphere of influence. Hence
both groups may have similar intra and interpsychic concerns.
Hypotheses 6. Avoidant coping will correlate with level of burnout, level of
stress and degree of somatic complaints.
Rational: Avoidant copers put off dealing with stressors/challenges. This is to say
that avoidant copers are not problem focused but instead, fall into distractions as a way of
avoiding the problem. This increases the probability that a backlog of problems/stressors
will accrue.

Hypothetically this causes higher levels of perceived stress as each
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encountered problem forces the avoidant coper to consider the backlog already
established. As a response to this increased stress level avoidant copers may anesthetize
themselves emotionally (an indicator of burnout) or displace their stress and present
somatically (Selye, 1956).
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Chapter 3. Research Design and Methods

Research Design
This is an archival/retrospective study utilizing prehire psychological testing (the
MMPI) to predict future performance as reported by self reported and third party levels of
stress and aggression. The outcome measures used in this study consist of two scales,
Aggression (AGR) and Stress Vulnerability (SYS). These instruments were developed
through a three step validation process: (a) theoretical-substantive, (b) internal-structural,
and (c) criterion-external in order to better define the outcome measures under
investigation.
In that prehire data (MMPI scores) were collected prior to the outcome measures, they are
hypothesized to be predictive.

Participants
Three hundred ninety-seven sworn officers from fifteen different law enforcement
agencies in Southern California signed and returned informed consent statements.
Approximately 15% received an in person solicitation to participate during their regularly
scheduled staff debriefing. The remainder received a video taped solicitation along with
the corresponding informed consent and survey during a regularly scheduled staff
debriefing. In each case in which the video was utilized the duty officer administered the
solicitation along with the required forms.
Three hundred sixty-seven cases were entered in SPSS for this study.

Two

hundred and fifty-one subjects completed the office survey and 160 prehire MMPPs were
located. Seventy-eight complete cases in which both the MMPI and officer surveys were
gathered and used in the final regression.
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Of the 251 who completed the officer survey: 38 were single, 158 married, 25
remarried, 6 separated, 1 widowed, 23 were divorced and 23 did not respond to this
question.

Seventy-nine percent of those who responded to questions regarding race

identified themselves as Caucasian. Thirteen percent identified themselves as Hispanic,
2.4 percent as African American, 1.2 percent as American Indian and .8 percent as Asian.
Eighty nine percent were male and 11 percent were female. As predicted almost 25
percent of those who responded had been in officer involved shootings.

Of those

involved in shootings, 38 had been in one shooting, 22 had been in two shootings, 11 had
been in three, 6 had been in four, one had been in five and one in ten shootings. Fiftyfour of the officers had been shot at and four had actually been shot. Forty-seven officers
had fired their weapon at a suspect. Comparing demographic data from the entire sample
with those 75 used in the multiple regression, revealed a 4.52 year difference in age
(mean age for sample - 35.09, mean age for subsample = 30.57) and a 6.13 difference in
number of years on the job (mean years for sample = 10.83, mean age for subsample =
4.70). Of the 75 subjects used in the final regression equations, demographic information
was consistent with the entire sample.

Measures
MMPI
Scales and subscales from the MMPI which have been related to Stress and
Aggression in the literature were originally identified as potential predictor variables in
the multiple regression analysis.

Aggression related scales and subscales originally

included were : K, D(2) , Pd(4), Pa(6), Pt(7), Ma(9), D5, Hyl, Hy5, Pd4, Sc5, Ma4, ca,
ES and PK. To predict stress susceptibility the original scales and subscales included:
D(2), Pd(4), Mf(5), Pt(7), Sc(8), Ma(9), D5, Hy3, Hy4, , Pa2, Pa3, OH, R, LSE(ES),
Mac-R, and Ca.
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Reliability and validity of these scales is assumed relative to the large amount of
literature on the development and validation of the MMPL Reliability data on the MMPI2 is reported in the manual to range from .58 to .92 (Hathaway & McKinley, 1989).
Information on the included scales and subscales was acquired from secondary sources on
this instrument (Butcher, Dahlstrom, Graham, Tellegen & Kaemmer, 1989; Graham,
1994; Caldwell, 1995).
Aggression Indicators
Buss-Perry.

A primary aggression indicator consists of the Buss-Perry

Aggression Questionnaire. In their original study, internal consistency of the Buss-Perry
factors (alpha) ranged from .72 to .85, “a range adequate for short scales” (pp. 14, Buss,
1995). The four factors are labeled: (a) Physical aggression, (b) Verbal aggression, (c)
Anger, and (d) Hostility; however, Smith & Bryant (1997) suggested that twelve of the
original twenty-nine questions may provide a better fit for the data. Hence, confirmatory
factor analysis was used to determine the usefulness of each item in accounting for the
variance in these four constructs.
Results from the pilot study confirmed the cohesion of the twelve item version of
the Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire (Smith & Bryant, 1997; Riggs & Greenberg,
1999). Accordingly, a four factor model provided an adequate fit for the data (Alpha .83,
N=198).

The four factors: anger, hostility, verbal aggressiveness and physical

aggressiveness did not stand up well under separate analysis but the single factor did an
adequate job.

A goodness of fit index for the second order latent variable model

suggested appropriateness for the full scale in the final survey.
By including scales on physical aggression as well as hostility, the Buss-Perry
questionnaire may measure the affective as well as the cognitive components of
aggression. This scale and its twelve question modified version, may account for both
intrinsic and extrinsic aggressive tendencies.
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Emotional Withdrawal. The burnout scale developed for law enforcement (see
Greenberg and Riggs, 1999) was created using questions which formed two factors:
Emotional Fatigue (EF) and Emotional or Empathic Withdrawal (EW). The literature
suggests that in addition to its relevance to stress related burnout, EW may be critically
related to levels of aggression (Davis, 1994).

In particular a lack of empathy may

contribute to one's willingness to aggress against another person. The measurement of
Empathic Withdrawal is therefore useful in the assessment of Aggression, while
Emotional fatigue is used to assess Stress Vulnerability.
The questions that make up EW included items such as: "I treat some victims as if
they were impersonal objects." and "I have become more callous toward people since I
took this job."

Pilot study data on the EW scale demonstrated an adequate reliability

coefficient (N-cases = 202, N-items = 4, Alpha = 0.68), relative to the small number of
items. The final EW score will consist of an aggregate score, created by summing the
scores on all four questions.
Preiudice/Bias towards others. The Prejudices or Bias Towards Others construct
was included because of its documented relationships to aggression (Davis, 1994; Myers,
1993).

This scale was originally composed of 42 different categories or groupings

followed by a 1-5 Likert Scale ranging from 1: VERY COMFORTABLE/ACCEPTING
to 5: VERY UNCOMFORTABLE/VERY UNACCEPTING. The items were developed
from an anonymous twenty question scale used to assess bias and the additional twentytwo items were added. The additional items included groups or categories which officers
frequently come in contact with during the course of their work. Pilot data supported the
cohesion of this instrument and it was added in-total to the study survey. Results from
the pilot data demonstrated good reliability (N-cases = 202, N-Items = 42, Alpha = .9.3).
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Stress Vulnerability Indicators
Questions designed to tap into stress level were included in the officer survey.
Primary indicators of stress vulnerability are those questions which measure level of
avoidant coping, somatic concerns, perceptions of job stressors, depression indicators
modified from the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck & Steer, 1987), as well as a
level of hope.
Avoidant Coping, The SYS scale also included seven questions from the avoidant
scale of the Coping Styles Indicator (CSI, Amirkhan, 1990). Amirkhan’s Coping Styles
Inventory demonstrated a robust three factor solution with factor loadings > 0.48.
Adequate internal consistency for the Avoidant scale is demonstrated by Cronbach’s
alpha of .84.

Test-retest reliability for the avoidant scale is represented by Pearson

coefficients of .82 and .79, suggesting good reliability. This instrument was chosen in
that it tends to vary with stress emotions such as depression and it correlated minimally
with the Crowne-Marlowe Social desirability scale (Amirkhan, 1990). Further this scale
correlates negatively with problem solving coping. In addition to its correlation with
depression as a stress indicator, the CSI may demonstrate the officers lack of ability or
lack of motivation to cope with stress related emotions.
Although eight items were originally assigned to measure avoidant coping only
seven items remained after the pilot study. Of the seven used in this study only four
survived analysis. These items included "When stressed I sleep more or less than usual",
"I spend more time alone than usual when I am burdened", "When under stress I like to
be by myself' and "I watch a lot of TV when burdened with a lot of problems." Items
removed from the scale include "When stressed I daydream about better times", "I bury
myself in sports or hobbies when burdened with problems" and "When life's not going
well for me I talk to others about it".
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Pilot data revealed an adequate coefficient alpha with seven items (N = 199,
Alpha = .62). However, with three of the items removed the alpha increased to .81. Thus
four Avoidant Coping questions were included in the final survey.
Somatic response score. A series of questions was included to assess somatic or
physiological outcomes often related to stress.

Although the directional relationship

between stress and health outcomes is murky, a relationship between certain somatic
complaints and level of stress has been established in the literature.
Somatization or the tendency to acquire physical symptoms related to stress was
assessed through several measures. Questions incorporated in the Somatization (SOMAT)
variable were: (A5) ’’Number of times I have seen a doctor in the last year", which was
recoded by dividing by the mean; (A7) "My general health over the last year has been..."
followed by a five-point rating from POOR to EXCELLENT, this value was reverse
scored; and (F3) "I feel exhausted as I prepare for my shift" followed by a 1-7 point rating
from NEVER to EVERY DAY. Another variable which was used was a calculated Body
Mass Index (BMI). This is a common measure of obesity and/or malnutrition. The
formula for calculating this index is: BMI = (Weight-lbs. x 700)/ Height-in^ .
A z score for the BMI was created and the measure was recoded such that from -1
to + 1 = 0, a z of 1 to 2=1, 2 to 3=2 and 3 to 4=3. This method allowed for higher than
average BMI in law enforcement personnel. This measure takes into account the physical
nature of law enforcement and the potential for stress when physical resources are limited
or compromised.
The last component of the somatization index was acquired through the question
(A8) "During the last year I have experienced the following symptoms" followed by a list
of symptoms: gastrointestinal problems, musculoskeletal, heart problems, muscle
weakness, female problems, sleep problems and headaches. These symptoms were coded
as present = 1 or absent = 0, then summed into a single symptom score ranging from 0 7.
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This marker for stress was created as an aggregated score by combining a series of
self reported symptoms, along with a general health question and number of visits to the
doctor over a one year period. In addition a Body Mass Index score was also used in the
aggregate score. Thus (SOMAT) was a summary combination of A5, A7, A8, F3 and the
recoded BMI score.
Burnout-Emotional Fatigue. Burnout is defined as a syndrome of emotional
exhaustion and cynicism regarding others (Maslach & Jackson, 1981) which contributes
to stress related turnover, poor performance and general job dissatisfaction.

This

syndrome appears to be avoidable by some people and unavoidable by others. It has been
demonstrated in the literature that vulnerability to burnout may be related to personality
(Mutchler, Schwab and Langenfeld, 1996).

This construct appears to be a potential

marker for stress-vulnerability.
Building on the theoretical work of Chemiss (1980), Maslach (1981), and Burke
(1987, 1997), and benefiting from findings such as those of Walkey & Green (1992) and
Finn and Tomz, (1997), the author created a burnout inventory for law enforcement
professionals. The subjects responded to statements such as "At the end of a shift I feel
used up", "I don't really care what happens to some of the citizens I work with", and
"Working with people all day is stressful to me" on a 1 - 7 Likert-type scale which ranged
from "NEVER" to "EVERY DAY".
Confirmatory factor analysis was performed on the applicable scales to determine
if factors load as anticipated. According to the literature the twenty-five questions from
the experimental burnout inventory should have hypothetically loaded on three factors
representing: (a) emotional fatigue, (b) lack of empathy, (c) perceived professional
accomplishment. Of the twenty-five items in the pilot study eighteen survived analysis.
Two primary latent variables made up the final instrument used in this study: emotional
withdrawal (EW) and emotional fatigue (EF). Emotional Fatigue and Emotional
Withdrawal appear to form the core of burnout (Walkey & Green, 1994) and are found
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less often in resilient subjects . Emotional fatigue is related to depression and other stress
emotions (Clark, Steer & Beck, 1994) and emotional withdrawal is related strongly to
lack of empathy (Toch, 1994) which may be caused by emotional fatigue (Burke,
Personal Communication 1999). Hence EF is used as another stress indicator.
Depression. Depression or the proneness to depression has been related to stress
(Auerbach & Gramling, 1998; Chodoff, 1974; Clark, Steer, and Beck, 1994).

The

depression indicator created for this study was adapted from the Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI; Beck & Steer, 1987). These questions were adapted from the Beck
Depression inventory for the purpose of measuring depression among law enforcement
professionals. The items included "When stressed I have difficulty concentrating.", "I
blame myself for the bad that happens to me.", and "To much stress gets me down."
followed by a 1 - 5 Likert Scale ranging from 1: VERY CHARACTERISTIC OF ME to
5: VERY UNCHARACTERISTIC OF ME. Another question was also included in this
scale "I get depressed or blue." followed by a 1 -7 Likert scale ranging from 1: NEVER to
7: EVERY DAY. Of the five questions piloted four survived initial factor analysis with
each factor loading >.60. The coefficient alpha for the pilot instrument was (n = 177,
Alpha = .79). The questions were set up with a Likert-like response of 1 -5 with the
exception of one question which was placed on a 1 - 7 scale.
To account for the loss of the one question from the pilot study an additional
question, "To much stress gets me down" was added. This item was added in an effort to
increase the number of items as well as quantify a depressive response to stress.
Hope. Following the pilot study another indicator was added which has a
demonstrated relationship to stress or the buffering of stress (Snyder, Irving & Anderson,
1991; Snyder, 1991). Further the construct of hope has been related to immune
(Greenberg, Betancourt & Nehlsen-Canerralla, 1998) as well as other somatic health
outcomes (Scheier, & Carver, 1987).
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The twelve question Hope Scale (also known as the Future Scale; Snyder, 1991)
was modified and included in the final survey.

This instrument includes subscale

questions which measured two properties of hope: (1) Agency, (2) Pathway. The original
version consisted of two subscales consisting of four questions each, presented in a fourpoint Likert-type arrangement with 4 being definitely true and 1 being definitely false.
Item-remainder coefficients as reported by Snyder (1991), range from 0.23 to 0.63 and
Cronbach’s alphas range from 0.74 to 0.84.

Previous factor-analytic studies have

demonstrated that Agency and Pathway load separately but do correlate as much as 0.40
with each other. Snyder (1991) suggests that this supports the notion that agency and
pathway are related but separate constructs.
Seven of the original eight items were used in the final survey. The response set
for each of the seven items was presented in a 5-point Likert-type arrangement with 5
being Very Characteristic of Me and 1 being Uncharacteristic of Me. This construct or its
antipode (hopelessness) has been related to burnout, depression and prolonged stress in
the literature. The questions included: “I energetically pursue my goals", "I believe there
are lots of ways around any problem", "I can think of many ways to get the things in life
that are most important to me", "Even when others get discouraged I know I can find a
way to solve the problem", "My past experiences have prepared me well for my future",
"I have been pretty successful in life", and "I meet the goals that I set for myself. This
scale was chosen in that it has two factors labeled "will" and "way" by Snyder (1992) or
agency and pathway. In effect "will" measures the level of emotional energy available to
meet adjustment demands and "way" measures the belief that there is a way or means of
coping with adjustment demands even if a way is not immediately evident. As would be
expected a construct that accounts for optimistic goal directedness "Pathway" and energy
for problem solving behaviors "Agency" should form an inverse relationship with a
construct such as avoidant coping.
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Perceived Stressors. Recent research performed by the Department of Justice
suggests several domains most central to stress in law enforcement. Intra organizational
practices such as the rules and regulations of a department as well as limitations to
criminal justice system practices are often sources of stress among law enforcement
professionals. Law enforcement work itself can be the source of stress with issues such
as long hours, working alone and demands which roll over into family life are often cited
among officers. Further, characteristics of the community in which the officer serves
may promote stress as noted by officers who sometimes feel blamed by citizens for their
inability to prevent all crime.
Measured variables assessed several areas of law enforcement stress including—
Job Related Departmental Stressors (e.g., Q: I feel my departments policies regarding use
of force puts me in danger); Job related family stressors (e.g., Q: My spouse frequently
expresses concern about my safety); Job related practice stressors (e.g., Q: I get frustrated
when I am doing paperwork instead of busting criminals); and job-related justice system
stressors (e.g., Q: I get frustrated not knowing the outcome of cases I work on.). All
responses were made on a 1 - 7 Likert scale ranging from NEVER to EVERY DAY.
Reverse scored items were recoded such that higher scores reflect higher degree of
perceived stress. Based on these domains, fifteen questions were developed post pilot
study which assessed level of perceived stress.

Departmental Survey
In additional to the survey the officer completed, a survey was also sent to the
department regarding each participating officer.

This survey provides a third party

measurement of aggression and stress by tapping work related performance outcomes.
The following indicators, chosen in consultation with departmental representatives, are
considered appropriate measurements for aggression and stress vulnerability and are used
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as validity indicators for the aggression and stress scales. Each dependent measure was
assessed individually using a correlational analysis to assure that items are appropriately
related to self assessment measures of aggression and stress vulnerability.
This departmental survey included several indicators of officer aggression. Of
primary concern are the number and type of citizens complaints as well as departmental
complaints against the officer.

In addition to these aggression indicators questions

regarding references to aggression or hostility in any part of the file will be noted.
Another indicator includes the number of PC 148 (resisting arrest), or PC243 (interfering
with an officer) listed as primary or secondary crimes out of the last twenty-five arrests
made by the officer. These two violations justify greater aggression on the part of the
officer, but require additional paperwork.

Indicators of the officers arrest record,

promotion history and general performance are also considered.
This departmental survey also include other questions which tap into aggressive
related behavior on the part of the officer.

For instance, officers who have been

reprimanded for excessive force, verbal discourtesy and or sexual harassment over the
last five years will be noted.

The same holds true for officers who have received

reprimands for “conduct unbecoming a police officer”. Other items such as “out of the
last twenty-five arrests, how many were listed as resisting?”, “Has this officer had one or
more citizen complaints for verbal or physical aggressiveness?” and “ Does this officer
have any statement within their file citing aggressive or hostile behavior?” offers
behavioral corroboration and contributing data by the department.
Departmental information assessed stress by quantifying such issues as number of
days off citing stress or stress related health concerns such as: angina, lower back pain,
migraine headaches, depression, allergies or lower bowel problems are utilized as a stress
vulnerable indicators. Indicators of the officers arrest record, promotion history, refusal
to advance, early retirement and general performance will also be used.
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The rational for choosing stress leave as well as angina, lower back pain, migraine
headaches, depression, allergies or lower bowel problems, is that the literature indicates
that these outcomes often correlate with stress (Kaplan, Sallis & Patterson, 1993;
Auerbach & Gramling, 1998).

Further, informal consultation from retirement board

members, as well as veteran peace officers, indicates that a significant portion of those
who leave citing these health problems may be malingering. This may be because peace
officers find it less shaming to use somatic complaints to deal with emotional problems
(Person Communication, Nunn).
Table 3, Variables Utilized in Aggression and Stress Vulnerability Composite
Scales, includes all pertinent scales from both the departmental and officer surveys which
is utilized to create the composite scores or validate them. All variables included in each
row such as the (SVS) Stress Vulnerability Scale were correlated to ensure consistency.
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Table 3. Variables Utilized in Aggression and Stress Vulnerability Composite
Scales
Scores
SVS

Departmental Survey
• Above normal leave or vacation
• Days off with stress related illness/ stress leave
• Performance measurement
• Excessive leave or vacation not related to illness or stress

Officer Survey
• Somatic complaints
• Burnout questions*
• Avoidant coping
• Self report depression
• Hopefulness (-)

AGR

• Complaints (citizen)
• Complaints (department)
• of last 25 arrests listed as PC148 (resisting) or PC243
• References to assaultive behavior in personnel record

• Buss-Perry questionnaire
• Prejudice/bias
• Burnout questions**

**

Includes the emotional withdrawal subscale
Includes the emotional fatigue subscale

Procedures
Data Acquisition
Step 1: Law enforcement departments in Southern California were contacted and
asked to participate in the study. A standard presentation was designed and videotaped in
order to provide the departments with an easy manner in which to introduce the project
and solicit participation from their officers. The production of this video was performed
by the Public Relations Department of the San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department.
Step 2: In each participating department all officers were approached at their
regularly scheduled phenomenon. There they received an eleven minute solicitation by
the investigator either through a video or in-person presentation.

Those willing to

participate signed an informed consent form (Appendix A) and after signing and placing
it in a prepaid envelope also received the Officer Survey (Appendix B) . The informed
consent forms were taken by the duty officer and mailed directly back to the Counseling
Team. The officer surveys were left with the officer in a prepaid return envelope to be
completed at their leisure and returned via US Mail.
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Step 3: Each informed consent form containing the participating officers unique
identification code was received by the Counseling Team. The Counseling Team placed
this code in a data file along with the matching officers name.

After gathering the

majority of the informed consent forms, the Counseling Team sent a departmental survey
(Appendix C) to each department, and for each participating officer (those who returned
the informed consent form). For those officers who had their pre-hire psychological
evaluation through The Counseling Team, MMPI data were pulled from the files and
forwarded to Caldwell Report for scoring (with only the officers unique code number as
identification).
For those who did not have their pre-hire psychological through the Counseling
Team, the MMPI was requested from the testing agency by the Counseling Team. Upon
receipt of the MMPI, all identifying information were expunged and the unique number
was added before sending it to Caldwell Report.
When multiple MMPTs were received from a single officer, the MMPI with the
lowest F-K score was used in the study.
Step 4: Each Departmental survey was returned to the Counseling Team. When
the departmental survey(s) were received, the name(s) of the officer(s) were removed and
the unique number for that officer was added. The Counseling Team then forwarded the
survey to the researcher directly.

Ethical Assurances
Each participating department received in-person or video taped solicitations
during regularly scheduled briefings. Those officers who agreed to participate signed an
informed consent form, (approved by the LEU institutional review board), which was
mailed to the Counseling Team. Each informed consent had an attached section that
contained the officers unique code number as selected by that officer. The Counseling
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Team (a provider of psychological services for the participating agencies) stored the
name of that officer with their unique code in a secured data base. The code was then
removed from the informed consent which was returned to the researcher. All information
provided to the researcher by the Counseling Team regarding that officer has that unique
number as its sole identification.
Officers received a survey after completing the informed consent. A prestamped
return address envelope was included. The officer will place their unique identification
number on the survey before returning it to the researcher. For each participating officer
(those that returned the informed consent and survey), the Counseling Team will send a
departmental survey to their department.

For those officers who had their pre-hire

psychological evaluations performed through the Counseling Team, MMPI data were
pulled from the files and sent to the researcher (with only unique code number as
identification).
For participants who did not have their pre-hire psychological through the
Counseling Team, the MMPI will be requested from the testing agency by the Counseling
Team. Upon receipt of the MMPI, all identifying information will be expunged and the
unique number will be added before sending a copy to the researcher and a copy to
Caldwell Report for scoring.
Departmental surveys were returned to the Counseling Team. The name of the
officer was removed and the unique number for that officer was added. When the
Counseling Team had gathered the MMPI and the officer survey, they sent the MMPI to
the Caldwell Report for scoring and the Departmental Survey to the researcher directly.
Ultimately, the department ends up with only what it already had in its files, the
Counseling Team only has previously held prehire data, along with the key to the unique
codes, and the researcher has all of the data with no identifying information. This process
protects the officers who participate from having any of their information available to
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their departments or other legal agencies who, albeit unlikely, may wish to obtain the
data.

Data Analysis
The unique identification number, demographic information, survey data, three validity
and ten primary clinical scales and thirty-one subscale scores of the MMPI were entered
into SPSS data file. Table 4, Theoretically Related Predictor Variables from the MMPI,
indicates the relevant predictor variables under investigation.

The bold scales and

subscales were chosen for the final analysis.
Table 4. Theoretically Related Predictor Variables from the MMPI6
Stress Group (SVS)

Aggression Group (AGR)
Harris-Lingoe
Subscales of MMPI-2
K, D(2), D1, D4, D5,
Hvf Hv5.
Pd4, Pd(4),
Pa1. Pa2. Pa3. Pa(6). Pt(7)
Scl, Sc4, Sc5
Ma1, Ma3, Ma4 Ma(9)
MMPI-2 Content scales
LSE(ES). OBS, ANG, CYN, ASP, ANX,
Other subscales
Caudra (1957), Cn
Megargee et al..(1967) O-H,
Welsh (1956) R-scale
Gough et al. (1951) Do
Keane, Malloy, and Fairbanks(1984) Pk

D5, D(2)
Hyh Hy3, Hy4,
Pd1, Pd4- Pd5, Pd(4), Mf(5) Pt(7)
Pa3,
Sd. Sc2, Sc(8)
Ma4 ,Ma(9)
FAM, CYN, LSE(ES).

Megargee et al..(1967) 0-H.
Gough (1952) Re,
Welsh (1956) R-scale
Macandrew, (1965) Mac-R,
Keane, Malloy, and Fairbanks(1984) Pk
Caudra (1957), Cn______________

After data entry was complete, ranges were assessed for errors in data input.
Correlation analyses were run on the proposed MMPI scales and subscales to reduce the
number of predictor variables down to a level consistent with the sample size. This
method was chosen in that it also reduces risk of collinearity in the final analysis.

6 Underlined scales indicate duplication across both outcome measurements
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Several procedural changes were made to the original protocol to accommodate
the internal workings of the participating departments. One such change of consequence
to this section was due in part to the retarded rate of return on the departmental surveys.
To account for this limitation in the availability of data the departmental data was pulled
from the composite outcome measurement, providing instead, an external validation
instrument with which to verify the outcome measurement. To capitalize on the total
number of completed surveys by both the officer and departments, correlations were run
comparing scores on departmental measures with the scales derived from the officers'
surveys. This process allowed the maximum use of departmental surveys regardless of
whether the MMPI had been acquired.

Multiple Regression
The aforementioned scales from the MMPI (see Table 4) were reduced in number
and used as multiple predictors in separate multiple regression analyses. AGR scores and
SYS scores were used as dependent variables.

In addition to correlation analysis,

multiple scatter plots were used on the scales and subscales of the MMPI to determine
which scales and subscales are redundant contributors to the dependent variable. Further,
incremental validity was assessed comparing current spectrum of scores on the SYS and
AGR scales with potential gains using the multiple R’s as validity indicators of the
equation.
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Chapter 4. Findings and Evaluation

Scale Development
Item selection and subscale identification for the outcome measures developed
through a three step validation process: (a) theoretical-substantive, (b) internal-structural,
and (c) criterion-external.

While previous chapters have addressed the theoretical-

substantive stage in the development of the outcome measures this section will address
the internal-structural and criterion-external steps in this process. Both of the major
dependent measures (AGR) and (SYS) are discussed in light of their internal-structural
and criterion-external validity in turn. Multiple regression analysis, addressing both of
the major hypothesis are also considered in turn.

Findings
Aggression Scale (DV)
Modified Buss-Perry Questionnaire. Three variables which have a demonstrated
relationship with level of aggression were used to create the AGR score. Buss-Perry
(1992) demonstrated the value of the Buss Perry Aggression Questionnaire as a measure
of aggression. An abbreviated version of this scale was included as one of the three
contributing measures of the AGR score.
The primary subscales of the Buss-Perry are: Hostility, Anger, Physical
Aggression and Verbal Aggression. These subscales are considered by Buss (1995) to be
core elements to aggression and are used in this study to create a composite variable
labeled aggression (AGGR).
Factor analysis of the twelve question abbreviated Buss-Perry questionnaire
revealed findings consistent with data from the pilot study. Consistent with the pilot
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study, this instrument demonstrated a four factor model with three question loadings per
factor (see also Riggs & Greenberg, 1999). While each factor did not hold up equally as
well when considered independently, the overall model fit was adequate as demonstrated
by a 0.77coefficient alpha as shown in Figure 3, Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Twelve
Question Abbreviated Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire.
Emotional Withdrawal. The burnout scale developed for law enforcement (see
Greenberg and Riggs, 1999) was composed using questions which formed two factors
labeled: Emotional Fatigue (EF) and Emotional or Empathic Withdrawal (EW). The
literature suggests that in addition to its importance in the measurement of burnout, (EW)
is also related to aggression. The four questions used to measure this construct performed
well under analysis. In particular a lack of empathy may contribute to one's willingness
to aggress against another person.
Overall, the items held together adequately. The full scale reliability coefficient
was (N-cases = 243, N-items = 4, Alpha = 0.691), adequate for such a small number of
items. The final EW score is an aggregate score, created by summing the scores on all
four questions.
Preiudice/Bias Towards Others. The Prejudices or Bias Towards Others construct
was included because of prejudice’s documented relationships to aggression (Davis,
1994; Myers, 1993). The reliability of this scale was (N-cases = 238, N-Items = 42, Alpha
= .945). A composite score was created by summing each of the forty-two items.
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Figure 3. Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the Twelve Question
Abbreviated Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire
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External Validation of Outcome Measure. Composite scores from the PrejudiceBias Scale, the Emotional Withdrawal Scale and each of the four subscales of the
Abbreviated Buss-Perry (Anger, Hostility, Physical Aggression and Verbal Aggression)
were compared through standard correlation analysis with external measures from the
departmental survey. In particular those questions which reflected on the officer's level
of aggression were considered.

Table 5 compares measures of aggression from the

officers' survey to measures of aggression from the departments files on the officer.
The most noticeable and counterintuitive correlation is that for prejudice/bias
reported by the officer and "time off for physical injury" reported by their respective
department. The negative nature of this correlation may be because officers with higher
levels of bias are more discriminating when it comes to potentially hazardous activity, or
it could be that officers with higher levels of bias are just more cautious globally, even in
interpersonal encounters. Another finding which was counter-intuitive, related to the
relationship between prejudice/bias and general performance. In this correlation, we see
that as prejudice goes up, so does performance. This stands in support of the above
suggestion that those who score high on this scale, may also be discriminatory in all areas
of their life, including how they perform their job.
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Table 5. Comparison of Aggression Measures from Officer Survey with Aggression
Measures from the Departmental Survey: External Validation of Instrument

EW

Citizen complaint for excessive force

Sent for nonpromotional FFD

Leave for illness (physical injury)

AGGR

PREJ

.212

.040

.073

(101)
P=.035

(100)

(101)

P=.661

P=.429

.181
(112)
P=.078

.177
(111)
p=.067

(110)
P=,769

.040

.194
(118)
p=.036

-.200
(117)
p=.031

(119)
P=.666

.027

AGR
(Comp)
.194
(100)
p=.063
.163
(115)
P=.082
.0146

(112)
P=.879

Composite Aggression Score
To create the composite aggression score (AGR) each of the three primary scores:
PREJ, EW, and AGGR (a composite score for the Buss-Perry) were translated into Zscores. These Z-scores were then added together to create the AGR or Aggression score.
This method of composing the final score allowed individual measures to make an
equally weighted contribution to the aggregate aggression score (AGR). Factor analysis
using the three scores indicated a one factor solution with 53.3% of the variance
accounted for by the single factor. Factor loadings for each of the included variables
indicated a relatively strong relationship between the three scores and statistically
supporting their appropriateness for an aggregated variable in Table 6, Factor Loadings
for Variables Used in Composite Aggression Score (AGR).
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Table 6. Factor Loadings for Variables Used in Composite Aggression Score (AGR)
Factor Loading

Measure
AGGR (Buss-Perry)

.6935

EW (Emotional Withdrawal)

.7643

PREJ (Prejudices/Bias)

.7299

Stress Vulnerability Scale
Depression. (DEPR), one of many stress emotions (Lazarus, 1984) was assessed
as one contributing element of the Stress Vulnerability Scale. The depression indicator
was created by summing four questions which assessed depression or depressive features.
Factor analysis revealed that a single factor (Depression) accounted for 54.3% of the
variance. Table 7, Factor Loadings on the Depression Scale, presents the factor loadings.
These high loadings on a single latent variable are an appropriate combination into a
single variable.
Reliability analysis was also run on the four questions used in the Depression
Scale. Results suggest an adequate level of performance for a small Item Scale (N-cases
= 232, N-items = 4, Alpha = .71) with relatively strong loadings on a single factor.

Table 7. Factor Loadings on the Depression Scale
Factor 1

Variable
When stressed I have difficulty concentrating

.7690

I Blame myself for the bad that happens to me.

.6325

To much stress gets me down.

.8446

I get depressed or blue.

.6849

Avoidant coping. Reliability analysis was performed on the four questions of the
Avoidant scale (AVOID). The data suggest an adequate level of performance for a small
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item scale. (N-cases = 239, N-items = 4, Alpha = .72). Factor analysis revealed a single
factor accounting for 54.7% of the variance with loadings ranging from .6526 to .8311.
Hope. Seven questions from the Snyder Hope scale were used to assess levels of
hopefulness (HOPE). Reliability analysis performed suggest a good level of performance
(N-cases = 239, N-items = 4, Alpha = .84). Hope's contribution to the final SYS score
was made through subtraction rather than reverse scoring. The reason for this was simply
that the HOPE measure is not a measure of hopelessness and its loading on the final
factor analysis was negative regarding the other variables.
Burnout. Burnout was assessed with a twelve question burnout scale (Greenberg
& Riggs, 1999) that measures two components of law enforcement burnout: emotional
fatigue (EF) and emotional/empathic withdrawal (EW).
As predicted an oblique rotation using factor analysis produced a two-factor
solution which converged in five iterations. The two factors account for 56.9% of the
variance in the model. Table 8, Factor Loadings for Burnout Inventory, illustrates item
loadings for the twelve questions.

The Burnout Inventory demonstrates adequate

reliability (N-cases =238, N-items = 12, Alpha = .88). Factor correlations indicate a .364
relationship between emotional fatigue (EF) used here in the stress scale and empathetic
withdrawal (EW) used in the above-mentioned aggression scale.
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Table 8. Factor Loadings for Burnout Inventory

Measured Variable
At the end of a shift I feel used up.
Working with people directly puts a lot of stress on me
I feel emotionally spent from my work
I feel I work too hard
I find my work emotionally draining
Working with people all day is stressful for me
I feel exhausted as I prepare for my shift
I don't really care what happens to some of the citizens I work with
I have become more callous toward people since I took this job.
I treat some victims as if they were impersonal objects

Factor 1

Factor 2

.8182

.0202

.7382

.0707

.8075

.1046

.7480

1683

.8450

0327

.7553

0645

.6546

.1598

1173

.8272

.3940

.5042

0765

.7035

I feel that citizens blame me for some of their problems
I worry that this job is hardening me

.1431

.6265

.3817

.4987

Somatization. Factor analysis revealed that BMI formed a second factor relevant
to the other somatic indicators and was not correlated strongly with any of the other four.
Table 11 provides information on correlations between the primary 4 somatic indicators.
It is hypothesized that the BMI indicator did not load with the other four because it is
more of a long term or chronic somatic indicator influenced by culture and lifestyle
whereas the other four have to do with more acute symptoms. However, obesity or low
body weight can be an additional stressors on law enforcement personnel who have a
physically demanding job. Therefore the BMI indicator was included in the composite
variable.
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Table 9 displays correlations that were unremarkable and factor analysis
performed on the 4 primary variables created a single factor accounting for 45 percent of
the variance with loadings ranging from .51 to .75.

The aggregate somatic score was a

composite score derived by summing all relevant scores. The first four factors were
included because of their statistical as well as theoretical value while the BMI was
included because of its theoretical/historical contribution to stress level (Blau, 1997).
Table 9. Correlation Coefficients for Somatic Indicators

Symptom
checklist

General Health
over last year

Exhaustion at
begging of shift

.3539
General Health over last year

Exhaustion at begging of shift
Number of times to the Doctor in last
year

(239)
p=000
3478
(241)
p=000
.2202
(242)
p=001

2835

(239)
p=.000
.2670
(240)
p=.000

.0821
(242)
p=.203

Perceptions of Specific Job-related Stressors . Factor analysis was performed on
the 16 items of the perceived stress scale (PRCSTR) and a four factor model accounted
for 57 percent of the variance. Reliability analysis indicated adequate fit. (N-cases =
228.0, N-Items =16, Alpha = .7667). The four factors that make up this scale appear to
correspond with departmental stressors, family conflict issues, work practice stressors,
and community relations stressors.

External Validation of SYS
Validation of the included scales was performed through correlated analysis with
departmental information as shown in Table 10, Correlations of Officer and
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Departmentally Reported Stress Measures. Due to limited amount of departmental data
values were set at .10 and, although other correlations were in the predicted direction,
statistical significance beyond the p<.10 was not obtained.

These results, however

limited, are still supportive of the relationship between SYS and actual stress related
behaviors.

For instance, high levels of perceived stress (PRCSTR) were negatively

related to arrest record while Somatic complaints were related excessive time-off for
medical and workers compensation claims. In short the SYS appears to correspond to job
related performance issues.
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Table 10. Correlations of Officer and Departmentally Reported Stress Measures

4-Above normal leave

10-High Med. Leave

11-gone beyond the
call
13-filed grievance

BMI
.0502

EF
.1814

AVOID
.0383

HOPE
.0028

PRCSTR
.0639

SOMAT
.2427

.2306

(85)
p=.072
.1423
(114)
p=.131
.0471
(116)
p=.616
.0491

(115)
p=.594
.0621
(114)
p=.512
-.0026
(114)
p=.978
.0489

(90)
p=.087
.2622
(120)
p=004
.1050
(121)
p=.252
.0404

(120)
p=.678
.1454
(119)
p=.613
.0648
(120)
p=.482
1398

(120)
p=.975
.0468
(119)
p=.613
.0204
(120)
p=.825
.0375

(112)
p=.503
.0561
(110)
p=.560
.1913
(111)
p=.Q44
.2092

(143)
p=003
.3787
(89)
p=.000
.0726
(143)
p=.389
-.1166

(105)
p=015
.3408
(110)
p=000
.0662
(100)
p=.513
.0387

(116)
p=.601

(115)
P-.604
.1089
(114)
p=.249
.0203
(114)
p=.810
.0963
(113)
p=.31Q
.0281
(94)
p=,788

(122)
p=.658
.1784
(119)
p=.091
.1423
(119)
p=.123
.0145
(119)
p=.876
-.2031
(83)
p=.065

(121)
p=.126

(121)
p=.683
.1624
(110)
p=.088
.1167
(118)
p=.208
.1943
(87)
p=.071
.2204
(82)
p=.047

(113)
p=030
.1830
(83)
p=.098
.1607
(119)
p=.094
.0357
(111)
p=.710
.0872
(93)
p=.406

(144)
p=.164
.3230
(89)
p=.002
.2899
(141)
p=00Q
.0417
(140)
p=.625
-.1823
(83)
p=.099

(101)
p=.701
.2119
(109)
p=.027
.2980
(109)
p=.002
-.0185
(99)
p=.856
-.1927
(82)
p=.083

16e-depression LOA

16g-physical LOA

18-Gen perform

19-Arrest record

svs

DEPRES
.1962

(113)
P=.
.1757
(113)
p=.063
.0370
(113)
p=.697
-.1162
(95)
p=.262

(118)
.2636
(88)
p=.013
.0044
(118)
p=.962
1391
(99)
P-.170

Composite Stress Vulnerability Score. The Stress Vulnerability Score (SVS) is an
aggregate score created by summing z scores for the stress indicators: DEPR, SOMAT,
BURNOUT (Emotional fatigue), PRCSTR, AVOID and HOPE (which was subtracted
from aggregate).

Prior to utilizing these scores correlations were run to determine

whether the items were related and then Factor analysis was performed on the indicators
to determine subscale loadings on a single factor.

Table 11, Correlation Matrix for

Subscales of Composite Stress Vulnerability Score, presents the correlation matrix and
Table 12, Factor Matrix for Subscales of the Stress Vulnerability Scale.
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Table 11. Correlation Matrix for Subscales of Composite Stress Vulnerability Score

PRCSTR

SOMAT
PRCSTR

HOPE

DEPR

B/OUT (EF)

.3866

(209)
HOPE

DEPR

p=.000
,3201
(220)
p=.000

.2555
(223)
p=.000
.4746

.4491

B/OUT
(EF)

AVOID

(237)
p=,000

p=.000

.3866
(209)

.6083
(223)
p=.000
.4255
(221)
p=.000

,3965

(218)

(215)
p=.000

3201
(220)
p=.000

p=.000
.4134
(223)
p=.000

1979
(244)
p=,002

.6342
(236)
p=.000
.5722
(237)
p=.000

.4694
(242)
p=.000

Correlations were better than expected with strong relationships between most of
the included variables. All relationships were statistically significant at p<.001 with the
exception of the relationship between HOPE and AVOID which was significant at the
p<.002.

Though these measures were expected to be related, the correlation between

emotional fatigue (EF) on the Burnout inventory and Somatic were particularly high,
especially given the differences in question types.
Table 12. Factor Matrix for Subscales of the Stress Vulnerability Scale
FACTOR
SOMAT

.70565

PRCSTR

.68676

HOPE

-.50143

DEPR

.86882

B-OUT(EF)

.82484

AVOID

.75521
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The factor analysis produced a single factor which accounted for 53% of the
variance.

This level of loadings statistically supports the use of all variables in the

aggregate score (SYS).

Hypothesis Testing
Multiple Regression Equation-Aggression
The composite aggression score (AGR) was used as the outcome measure in the
regression equation.

A correlation analysis of the original predictors demonstrated

substantial cross-correlations. The list was reduced to twelve predictors by picking those
scales and subscales that appear multiple times in Table 1, thus suggesting better
predictive value. Five MMPI scales were selected to be used in the Enter method of the
Multiple Regression Using SPSS.

This reduction in the number of variables was

necessary for two reasons. First, although data on 332 officers was collected, complete
data sets with both MMPI results and officer surveys only totaled 75 (45 MMPI-2 and 30
MMPI).

Second, the number of variables with correlations increased the

multicollinearity among predictor variables threatens the stability of estimation of fit.
The method for selecting the last five variables was simply to compare scatter plots for
the proposed twelve and rule out those with the highest level of correlation, thereby,
reducing the final predictors to five. The five predictor variables included in the
regression are: 1) PD2-authority problems, 2) PK-post traumatic stress disorder, 3) OHover controlled hostility, 4) HY 1-denial of social anxiety, 5) SC5-defective inhibition.
Results are presented in Table 13, Multiple Regression: Prehire MMPI Scores Predict
Level of Aggression.
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Table 13. Multiple Regression: Prehire MMPI Scores Predict Level of Aggression
MMPI-2 Scale

(n=45)

B

Beta

SE B
SC5

.28545

.07632

-.74682**

PK

.35224

.15246

.72455**

HY1

.23115

.08697

.41104*

(Constant)

-21.98747

7.7453

* Note. SC5 = Defective inhibition, PK = Post Traumatic Stress Disorder Scale,
HY1 = Denies social Anxiety. *p< .01. **p<001.

As anticipated, subscales from the prehire MMPI did an adequate job of
predicting level of aggression. This means that the regression equation accounts for a
significant portion of the variance in the AGR score. The formula for estimating level of
aggression among law enforcement professionals from prehire MMPI scores is supported,
(multiple R= 0.52, Adjusted R = 0.2199). A backward regression produced the following
equation:
AGR = (SC5 x -.74682) + (PK x .72455) + (HY1 x .41104).

Multiple Regression Equation -SYS
Due to a limited number of complete data sets the original list of predictor
variables was reduced by using multiple scatter plots and removing those variables with
apparently high levels of correlation. The remaining variables were OH: over-controlled
hostility, MFGM: MMPI-2 gender masculinity, SC2: emotional alienation, CA: caudality
distress, CN: Control facade, MF(5): Masculinity-Femininity, LSE: low self-esteem, and
HY :Hysteria.
Following correlation analysis it was determined that the number of complete data
sets could support a maximum of five predictors and keep the ratio of cases to predictors
at 15:1 (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996). Hence, a backward regression was used to allow
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for statistical definition of the prediction equation. The regression equation specified
three predictors: CN, MF5 and HY which accounted for approximately 16 % of (SYS).
Results are displayed in Table 14, . Multiple Regression: Prehire MMPI Scores Predict
Level of Stress.
Table 14. Multiple Regression: Prehire MMPI Scores Predict Level of Stress
B

MMPI-2 Scale

Beta

CN

.07539

(n=75)
SB B
.036799

MF5

.04939

.032529

.18174

HY3

.12268
-13.36121

.05489

.26205*

(Constant)

.22774*

3.1601

Note. CN = Control in psychological adjustment, MF(5) = Gender,
HY = Hysteria. *p< .05.

A two predictor model including only CN and HY provided an adjusted R
Squared of .14 with all predictors demonstrating statistical significance.

The three

predictor model however increased the R Squared 2.5%. Two of the three included
variables were statistically significant (P<.05). As stated earlier with the aggression data
these results are speculative and need to be cross-validated with additional sample data.
The Multiple R was 0.4428 with an R Squared of 0.1960 and an Adjusted R Squared of
0.1625. The final standardized regression equation is as follows: SYS = (CN x .22774)
+ (MF5 x .18174) + (HY3 x .26205)

Minor Hypothesis
Hypotheses 3, that number of years on the job will have a cumulative stress effect,
exacerbating or precipitating the aggressive and/or stress-vulnerable styles was tested
using correlation analysis. Number of Years in Law Enforcement (YEARS) did not
correlate with AGR but did show a moderate relationship with SYS (see Table 15). This
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statistically significant relationship supports the hypothesized connection and potentially
cumulative effect that years of exposure to law enforcement work may have on level of
stress.
Table 15. Correlation of Years in Law Enforcement with Composite Scores
Measuring Aggression and Stress

YEARS

OFFICER INVOLVED
SHOOTING
NUMBER OF SHOOTINGS

AGR
.0464
(224)
p=.489
.0547
(203)
p=.439

p=.391

*.3128 .2104

*.1997

(76) (182)
p=.006 p=.0Q4

(58)
p=.133
.6327

AGR

SVS
.2468

(188)
p=.0Q1
0683

(160)

(187)
p=000
* Only OIS subjects

Hypothesis (4), that exposure to acute, intense stress (involvement in a shooting
incident) as measured by the question "Have you been involved in an OIS"(officer
involved shooting) in combination with the assumed chronic stress of law enforcement
will exacerbate or precipitate an aggressive and/or stress-vulnerable response style. This
question was also answered using correlation analysis. While being involved in shooting
was not related to levels of aggression or stress, the number of shootings was related to
aggression.

Table 16 displays a relationship between the number of shootings and

Aggression when viewing the entire sample and only those that have been involved in an
OIS (n=76, r= .3138 p<.01).
It was also noted (Hypotheses 5) that the aggregate scores representing
Aggression and Stress-vulnerable correlate significantly. Table 16 demonstrates that the
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null (h0: r=0) was rejected and AGR and SYS did indeed correlated significantly (n=182,
r= .633, p<.000).
The last empirical question hypothesis (6) proposed that avoidant coping would
correlate with level of burnout, level of stress and number of somatic complaints. The
data revealed that level of avoidant coping (AVOID) did correlate significantly with
PRCSTRS, BURNOUT and SOMAT.
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Chapter 5. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary and Conclusions
Results from the regressions statistics were encouraging overall. The hypotheses
that clinical scales and subscales from prehire MMPI can provide predictive value in
assessing level of aggression later in an officer's career was supported. The equation
presented herein accounts for approximately 22% of the variance in the composite
aggression outcome measure (AGR). It should be noted that prediction studies to date
have demonstrated poor results in determining level of aggression. Further, only three
predictors are used to account for this variance and many others have yet to be explored.
Revisiting Toch's model in Table 1, it is apparent that no single classification of
aggressor provides all the characteristic-related scales used to predict aggression with the
exception of the self-image compensating group. It is most likely that those working in
law enforcement do not exhibit the sociopathic traits that make up the last four typologies
listed by Toch as "Approaches that dehumanize others". Hence, attention was focused on
the "Self-preserving" subgroups in Toch’s typology. This is not to say that there are no
officers with characterlogical problems nor that law enforcement does not have its
bullies, exploiters, self-indulgers or catharters. The fact that some officers abuse their
power is not in question. But the use of aggression in a job that calls for aggression does
not make a bad officer. It is the level of aggression used and the predisposition to use
aggression when none is needed that makes for a troubled and troubling officer.
By and large, the majority of law enforcement professionals appear to enter law
enforcement to enforce social norms. Social norms such as “keeping the peace” and
“justice for all” stand in contrast to the group of aggressors which Toch labels "Norm-
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enforcing". Toch's sample (inmates) are perhaps quite different from those professionals
who seek a job in which the norm is "to protect and serve".
The fact that the predictor variables utilized in this study came from the selfimage compensating category of Toch's typology is reasonable, given the culture of law
enforcement. In this profession, image is very important with the citizen community, the
criminal subculture, and fellow officers.

Confidence to face problems of crisis

proportions is a necessary component for everyday functioning. Hence, it is important
for the officers themselves to project an image of control; something for which they are
trained, starting at the academy level.
Officers with traumatic pasts or unresolved interpersonal problems who come to
this profession in an attempt to master their fear will find that the culture of law
enforcement is "Strength" and "Confidence". In some departments these traits are valued
as much as honesty, integrity and leadership. Those with self-doubts have three paths
when they begin their careers in law enforcement; wash out at the academy level, benefit
from the structure and confidence building experience of the academy and master fears,
or learn to cover up or deny doubts and thus carry them into their careers.
It should be noted that the MMPI scale/predictor variable (PK) may account for
early traumatic experience. The potential long-term effects of previous trauma was noted
earlier as reflected in Toch’s model. For those attempting to master some traumatic
experience, such as an aggression related incident, aggressive encounters may be a means
to an end. A positive relationship between post traumatic stress and dissociative and
other emotionally avoidant behavior has been noted in the literature (Speigal & Cardena,
1991, Cardena, & Spiegel 1993; Cardena, & Spiegel, 1996). What is important about
these findings is that regardless of whether the officers past causes an avoidant or
aggressive response, both can be seen as extreme and ineffectual. This MMPI marker
(PK) may be tapping into a more resilient and perhaps global individual trait—one with
predictive utility.
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The predictive value of the subscale (HY1) may be in its ability to account for
avoidance of social anxiety. Those who score high on the clinical (HY) are often selfish,
self-centered and are seen as narcissistic. They may be pessimistic, cynical and have
limited insight into their motivations and behaviors.

Officers on the other hand don’t

typically fit this profile but they are outgoing and forward. This extroverted approach is
often met with resistance and even hostility by the public. Those who can maintain this
outgoing style in the face of environmental resistance may do so by emotionally
withdrawing. Those high in Hyl for instance are socially extroverted and are not easily
influenced or governed by social standards and customs,

It is a given that some

extroversion and comfort in interacting with other people is important in law enforcement
given the job description. However, those who don’t demonstrate some motivation to
conform to group standards or customs may be exhibiting a lack of emotional
connectedness or disaffiliation with the reference group.
To test this assumption, correlations were run comparing Hyl with social
alienation scales (Pd4) and (Scl) from the sample data. Results demonstrated that Hyl
had a significant and negative correlation with both scales of alienation in the range of r >
-.30. This suggests that feeling alienated from society and thus feeling outside its control
is not what is being measured here.

On the other hand it may be that those with higher

Hyl are not feeling discomfort relative to emotional fallout from a sense of
disenfranchisement, rather because they just don’t care what others think about them
during an encounter. The question “My behavior is largely controlled by those around
me.” contributes to Hyl when false. This type of question along with others from this
subscale may be capturing a characteristic of ambivalence rather than negativism. Put in
other terms it may be similarly related to the difference between the schizoid and
avoidant personality; one wants to be with people but feels anxiety whereas the other
really does not care nor do they even consider being with people. This may be supported
by the negative relationship Hyl has with Sc5. As emotional discomfort or emotional
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intrusion goes up, ambivalence becomes increasingly more difficult. The officer who
uses frequent instrumental aggression but is unable to maintain his dispassionate or
ambivalent style may become more conscious of the nature of their behavior and curb it
to some extent. The dispassionate type of aggressor may be seen in Figure 4 (lower right
quadrant). This aggressor is low on stress by high on aggression. Theoretically, those
high on aggression and low on stress are able to remain detached from emotion even
when exhibiting an expectedly high arousal behavioral pattern.

When an officer is

emotionally disconnected from a suspect, there are more things he/she can do to the
suspect without hesitation. This is what Field Training Officers (FTO’s) refer to as
professionalism, and is an arguably important ability for this profession. For instance, an
officer faced with an armed suspect can not pause to consider whether the suspect has
children, a concerned mother or a hobby—they must execute there duty with objectivity.
The officer who can perform like this on the job but lacks emotional impunity following
their behavior may adopt avoidant coping strategies to deal with other stressful situations
or negative emotions in general. In the end, this may be what drives the statistically high
rate of divorce and alcoholism among this population.
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Response Continuum
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Relationship of SVS and AGR, r > .60
Figure 4. Modified Behavior Continuum

Interestingly, defective inhibition (Sc5) was negatively valanced, suggesting that
as inhibition goes up, aggression goes down.

This may be because those who are

somewhat frightened or intruded upon by their emotions and concerned over their level of
emotional control are at least paying attention to the issue of emotional control. These
officers may be more prone to seek help or find other outlets for their emotional
discomfort and in so doing find healthier ways to manage their behavior. For instance
questions like “at times I have the strong urge to do something harmful or shocking” or
“ I have had periods of such great restlessness that I cannot sit long in a chair” are
questions which denote a certain amount of awareness of emotional discomfort. To the
neo-Freudian, this awareness may be both necessary and sufficient to account for change.
On a more cognitive-behavioral level; a person with awareness of emotional discomfort
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(i.e., negative reinforcement) may also be aware of and perhaps sensitive to the stress
naturally associated with appropriate and inappropriate levels of force or aggression.
Another possible explanation for this finding is that those who score higher on this scale
may be more sensitive to stress, even that associated with aggression, and seek to avoid
it.
While these are speculative explanations at best; future studies will need to be
performed to determine what other variables can be used to account for more variance in
aggression. The results from this study suggest that other variables account for similar
variance in the outcome measure, and with larger data sets they may provide more
synergistically predictive models. For instance, adding OH as a predictor increased the R
Squared by almost .05. This was not done in the final analysis because the data limited
itself to three predictor variables in an effort to keep the ratio of cases to predictors at
15:1 (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996). Future research methods for refining and explaining
the predictive value of these variables may include consideration of covariances with
other variables. Understanding the latent variables within the covarying predictors may
provide greater theory development. Future studies may utilize structural equations to
create better theoretical models.
Results from the second regression were more modest than the first. A little over
16% of the variance in SYS was accounted for by the predictors CN, MF5 and HY. The
multiple R for these three variables was approximately .44. Considering the variety of
indicators which produced the outcome measure (e.g., somatic complaints, hope, avoidant
coping, etc.) this may be seen as a respectable degree of predictability.
It should be noted that Azen, et. al (1974) and Bartol (1982) demonstrated the
importance of the clinical scale (5) in performance in law enforcement. In these studies
giving-up a career in law enforcement and poor evaluator ratings were related to scale (5)
of the MMPI.
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While 16% of the variance in SYS is accounted for by the predictors, the ability to
predict any degree of stress from test scores acquired years in advance is in-and-of itself
an important finding. The results from this study not only provide another building block
for future prehire research but they also provide additional support for personality
theories of behavior, models of stress vulnerability and more empirical evidence
regarding the value of the MMPI.

In addition these results may provide points of

departure in which characteristics of resiliency as well as vulnerability may also be
studied.

The original purpose of this study was to determine if MMPI scales and

subscales could provide predictive value for stress or aggression. These results support
the potential of the MMPI to become an even more refined screening tool. Additional
data will need to be gathered in order to replicate this study and larger sample sets will
need to be employed to determine the minimum number of predictors with the largest
amount of predictive value.
The three predictor variables presented here do provide a parsimonious regression
equation; however other variables such as MFGM, which appear to share variance in the
outcome measure with MF5, may prove to be more useful if they can demonstrate lower
levels of collinearity with other predictor variables. This is to say that the combination of
predictors has yet to be thoroughly investigated and some may provide predictive value
when combined with MFGM that would not if combined with MF5, for example.
To explore these questions a larger sample size will be required. It is important to
note however that the sample used in this study is a heterogeneous group, in that
everyone was selected and hired, completed the academy and remained employed, to the
point of completing the research survey. This heterogeneity may in fact significantly
attenuate (i.e., deflate) the results of the regressions. If those who were not hired had
been included in the study the variance on the outcome measures may have increased the
effect size above its already respectable level. While this is a recognized hypothetical
counterfactual, the fact remains that only the best candidates were hired, thus reducing the
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variance in prediction and outcome measures and most probably contributing to an
underestimation of the multiple r-square.
It is important to note that these predictions were made from tests given years in
advance of the outcome measures. Thus the longevity of these indicators are impressive
to say the least. The fact that 16% of the variance in such an inclusive stress measure as
used herein could be accounted for by three indicators provided during the academy is
noteworthy from a practical standpoint and from a theoretical vantage as well. In
selection studies as little as 10% of the variance in outcome measures are used to create
cutscores, making these results quite practical.
Another noteworthy finding is the relationship between number of years of
service and level of stress. The significance of the relationship between length of time
and stress supports the theory that stress is cumulative. Further, it lends support to the
diathesis model which suggests that when stress reaches a critical level, the predisposition
toward unhealthy behaviors is unveiled.
An alternative explanation may be related to age. As one gets older there is often
an increase in responsibilities with the accompanying pressures. Further health begins to
decline with age and energy begins to dwindle, while demands may remain high thus
increasing frustration and other stress emotions. This is as likely an explanation as the
cumulative stress hypothesis with the small caveat that law enforcement professionals are
often quite health conscious.
Regardless of the cause, these results have important implications for future
research on interventions, programs developed for stress reduction and again, studies on
resiliency. For instance, what differences in personality exist between those with high
time-stress slopes and those with relatively flat time-stress plots? Is there some buffering
or mediating personality variable?

If officers with high time-stress slopes can be

identified early, can education or therapeutic intervention reduce the level of stress and/or
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other stress-related concerns? This type of study might provide data with immediate
applications.
Hypothesis (3) was tested with results suggesting that time and level of stress are
related and that time and level of aggression are unrelated. This is particularly interesting
in light of the strong relationship between aggression and stress. Kaufman (1970)
suggested that the practice of aggression increases level of aggression. If this is true, it
might stand to reason that level of aggression would go up over time, particularly in a job
in which aggression on some level is practiced. Yet aggression did not correlate with
length of time in law enforcement. One explanation may be related to the fact that
officers also display competing behaviors (acts of kindness/gentleness) during their work.
This may serve to reinforce other behaviors, thus maintaining the ratio of positive to
negative responses in the officers' repertoire of behaviors. Another explanation for this
phenomenon may be found in the personality of the officer. That this correlation exists
suggests important issues in law enforcement and interesting theoretical implications for
stress research. For the agencies which stand to lose experienced manpower when stress
reaches critical levels, these results suggest continued vigilance regarding stress and
further research on programs to reduce stress or limit temporally related precipitants.
Further, these results support the postulate that stress has a cumulative effect. This
finding is consistent with the work of Hans Seyle and others, pointing to the need for
causal models on the structure of this phenomena and elucidating potential areas of
intervention.
Hypothesis (4) tested the relationship between officer involved shooting and
aggression and stress vulnerability.

The results suggested that levels of stress were

minimally related to officer involved shootings; however, number of shootings was
related to level of aggression. There are a number of potential explanations for this
finding, all of which have a causal relationship. It should be noted that the data is
correlational. Speculating on the nature of this relationship it is suggested that aggressive
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officers are more willing to commit to potentially more dangerous altercations with
suspects and thus find themselves in more shootings. Another potential explanation for
this phenomenon is that officers who are involved in shootings become more aggressive
in response to the perceived vulnerability they experience during their critical incident.
This is to say that a shooting experience heightens their sense of threat in all altercations,
heightening their physiological response and moving them closer to an aggressive
potential.
The prediction that those exposed to acute stress (officer-involved shootings)
would have greater levels of stress was inconclusive. The results demonstrated that just
being in an officer involved shooting does not correspond to a higher level of stress.
There are several possible reasons for this observation. First, officer involved shootings
were the only acute stressor used. While this is indeed an acute stressor, this does not
preclude those officers who are not involved in OIS from experiencing some other acute
stressor such as a child death, witnessing some grotesque auto accident, seeing burned
victims, going on a call in which a relative of friend has been victimized or killed, and the
list goes on.
Another potential explanation for this finding lies in the fact that most of those
who had been involved in shootings had also been involved in Stress Debriefings. This
treatment for acute trauma has demonstrated significant reductions in post traumatic
anxiety disorders (Bohl, 1996).

There was a relationship between the number of

shootings and stress level among those who were involved in shootings.

The

compounding effect of multiple traumatic stressors may be driving stress level in this
case. Those who responded to these questions did not list the number of debriefings had
received relative to their shootings and further analysis may reveal that as number of
shootings goes up so does the chance that the officer missed being debriefed after an
incident. This would provide further evidence of the need for debriefings after each
shooting incident. Future studies will need to be performed to answer this question.
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A relationship between level of stress and level of aggression was offered in
Hypothesis (5). The results suggested an impressive relationship between these two
constructs (r >.60, p = .000). There are many theoretical reasons for this relationship.
For instance, both constructs relate to perceived threat and have physiological
manifestations. Referring to the coping continuum presented in Chapter 1, it may be
hypothesized that at the extremes of this continuum there are stronger physiological
reactions. Also, both high stress and high aggression may be more entrenched styles and
resistant to change.

This entrenchment may be driven by a common tendency to

ruminate. According to Caprara (1986), those who ruminate tend
depressions anxieties, fears and hostilities than do dissipaters.

to have more

Further these extremes

may set up dysfunctional or dissatisfying interactions with the primary sphere of
influence. Hence both groups may have similar intra and interpsychic concerns.
This model is simple and linear and is most probably more conical in nature.
Lazarus (1984) suggested that anger is a stress emotion as is hostility. When hostility
was controlled for, the correlation between anger and stress went from >.60 to < .20.
This interesting finding lends further support to the relationship between stress and
hostility and may lead to other studies on the stressful and reportedly health
compromising nature of hostility. These results suggest a modification of the proposed
theoretical model (see Figure 2) and suggests some important theoretical possibilities
relative to both aggression, stress and more germanely, selection procedures. The new
model suggested and proposed here as a model for future research (see Figure 4)
incorporates both stress level and level of aggression as a corresponding phenomena.
Unlike the original model which had stress vulnerability measures and aggression at
opposite ends of the continuum, the revised model demonstrates a relationship between
stress level and aggression. In the new model the outliers may be potentially problematic
employees. The rational for this model is an alternative to what is offered in Hypotheses
(5). Instead of stress vulnerability being offered as a style along with aggression, level of
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aggression is superimposed onto level of stress. It is presented as a natural phenomena.
High subjective stress produces a more pronounced fight or flight response, hence, as
stress goes up so does the extreme nature of the response, be it a moving against or
moving away style as Homey conceptualizes it. Those with high stress and low
aggression may not be problem focused and may be the avoidant population; more prone
to hopelessness and somatic response. On the other hand, those with high levels of
aggression but who are absent of stress may be more disconnected from society
emotionally and closer to aggressive potentials earlier in encounters with the public. An
alternative explanation is that the officers who are aggressive without stress are using
instrumental aggression whereas those who have equally high levels of aggression and
stress are more affectively driven towards aggression, or suffer more from the emotional
fallout of such aggression.

These are just speculations but appear to be empirical

questions, perhaps even answerable by data such as this.
The last Hypothesis (6) proposed that avoidant coping is related to level of
burnout, level of stress and degree of somatic complaints. The results supported this
hypothesized relationship (see table 13).
relationships are only speculative.

This analysis was not causal and inferred

For instance, avoidant copers put off dealing with

stressors/challenges. This is to say that avoidant copers are not problem focused but
instead, fall into distractions as a way of avoiding the problem.

This increases the

probability that a backlog of problems/stressors will accumulate. Hypothetically, this
causes higher levels of perceived stress as each encountered problem forces the avoidant
coper to consider the backlog already established. As a response to this increased stress
level, avoidant copers may anesthetize themselves emotionally (an indicator of burnout,
EW) or displace their stress and present somatically. This is consistent with the finding
that length of years in law enforcement is related to level of stress. Over time some
things cannot be dealt with and a back log on some level is inevitable.
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Some important and theoretically relevant observations are also worth mentioning
here. The first issue of import may be related to the nurture versus nature debate and is
critically related to the formula originally offered in Chapter 2—that behavior is a function
of person and environment;

f (P,E). In this study, behavioral indicators (i.e. the

departmental survey) were used as validation data for the outcome measurement, hence
the relevance of the outcome measure to real behaviors is postulated. Thus, the outcome
measure (aggression or stress) could be substituted for (B) in the above equation. The
(P), or person in this equation, is expressed by personality indicators offered by MMPI
scales and subscales. There are other indicators relevant to (P) (i.e. genetic markers,
hormone levels, cognitive ability, etc.) but only the MMPI is addressed here. The last
part of this equation (E) represents the environmental contributors to behavior. For law
enforcement this represents a paramilitary culture with its'own idiosyncrasies and even
subcultures. Learning theorists' have demonstrated, rather convincingly, that the
environment (E), over time, contributes to the development of a behavioral repertoire or
response set.

Skinner termed this set of behavioral probabilities personality,

The

relevance of this is only to demonstrate that most contemporary personality theories
assume that the environment has an influence on personality development, regardless of
the definition of personality.

The next logical assumption is that the environmental

history of the person prior to and outside of the law enforcement world contributes to this
behavioral repertoire as well.

Thus said, it may stand to reason that some bad cops are

born and others are made. Those that are bom, reference those that had susceptibilities to
the stresses (and privileges) of the job and were not properly screened prior to being
hired. Those that are developed, come from dysfunctional departments where relatively
functional officers are in an environment that promotes those behavioral traits deemed
inappropriate in this study. An example may be the officer who is in a department which
has no counseling policy for officers involved in critical incidents. Given the average
officer with adequate defenses for stress and relatively functional coping skills, one or
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more traumatic stressors may still overwhelm them. Without environmental supports
(available psychological services) the average officer may become incapacitated or even
permanently disabled.
Another example may be the department which prides itself on the physical
prowess of it’s officers.

In this environment a new officer with a high level of

compliance, some limitations in insight and high need for affiliation may find themselves
routinely using more physical force or other aggressive tactics than necessary. This
approach, over time may demonstrate good results in the form of praise from fellow
officers, even commendations from the department. In this situation the officer may
come to feel esteem and a sense of espri de corp relative to their own aggressive behavior.
Take this same scenario with an officer who has a stronger sense of self and lower levels
of affiliation need and the officer may lateral to another department or develop another,
gentler subculture within the department. Hence, in both of the above situations the
environment may influence the expression, or suppression of personality characteristics,
but the personality may also mediate the behavioral response to environmental demands.
A theoretically important finding relative to aggression is the suggestion that past
environmental challenges, resulting in a higher score on the PK scale would influence
level of aggression later in an officers career.

The importance of this scale in the

regression equation suggests that current personality characteristics, influenced by past
environmental challenges, have an influence on behavioral outcomes later in the officers
career. Hence, both person and environment influence behavior, with the small caveat
that both change over time to varying degrees.

The response style or approach to

environmental challenges appears to be measurable and somewhat predictive.
This project provides new measures of stress and stress related burnout as well as
aggression among law enforcement professionals. The value of these new instruments
lies not only in their internal-statistical validity but in their external-criterion related
validity as measured by comparison with departmental assessments of the officers'
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performance.

Beyond this important finding, this project also demonstrates that the

MMPI can be used to predict levels of stress and aggression later in an officers career.
While this data can be used at the academy level in the prehire process for selection
purposes, the outcome measure can also be used in the field to determine who may
benefit from additional training in managing aggression and stress on the job.

It is

important to note that officers need to be aggressive at times and aggressive officers are
not a liability, overly aggressive officers are however. It is extreme behavior that incurs
problems for both officers and their departments. If this data can prevent one excessively
aggressive or stress vulnerable officer from getting into the profession, perhaps millions
of dollars of liability and an equitable amount of suffering may be prevented.

Limitations
Several critical limitations exist in this study.

First, the limited number of

complete cases increases the chance of overfit. Of the 330 cases entered only seventyfive were completed (including both MMPI and officer survey). Of those only forty-five
were MMPI-2's. Thus the AGR regression used only MMPI-2 scores (n=45) and the SYS
regression used mixed MMPI and MMPI-2. While the use of both tests is defensible
relative to the similar intercorrelation within test scales, it may have introduced a cohort
bias. If so this cohort bias comes from the fact that MMPI's were primarily given up until
about 1994, and now the MMPI-2 is the primary test given. Thus, the two tests may
demonstrate additional differences in variance due to a cohort effect.

To test this

assumption a simple t-test was run comparing ages across MMPI. The mean age of the
MMPI-2 was three years younger than the MMPI-1, p<.05. Although this difference is
statistically significant the relative clinical significance can only be speculated.
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Another potential limitation is the fact that a single agency provided the MMPI's
used in this study.

That agency used these MMPI's in the testing of officers they

ultimately endorsed for hire. The criterion they used in their selection process may have
limited the range of MMPI scores thus having a biasing effect on the officers presented in
this study. But such an attenuation of variance would only enhance the significance of
the differences that were found, particularly as applied to a more heterogeneous applicant
sample.
Another issue which limits the generalization of the results is the backward
regression method used to predict SYS. Allowing the variables to be selected based on
their statistical contribution also increases the chance of over-fit.

Further, a mean

substitution method was used for missing data, which may have introduced additional
bias into the equations.
The main purpose of the study was to determine if the prehire MMPI could
provide predictive value in assessing job related levels of stress and aggression among
law enforcement. Within the confines of this objective the above limitations are the
primary concern.
Recommendations
Future studies on aggression prediction among law enforcement will need to
include prehire evaluations from differing testing agencies.

Further, larger samples

should be gathered to facilitate the maximum use of predictor variables and allow for
definitive outpoints to be assessed for screening purposes. x4dditionally, information such
as a list of acute stressors the officer has been exposed to in the last year, last five years
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and last ten years might also be gathered. Further data collection might include measures
of values to determine if they play a mediating roll.
Follow up research should explore the potential value of the outcome measures
developed in this study. These measures correlated well with departmentally assessed
measures of aggression and stress. Applications for these instruments may take several
forms. One utility may be in assisting law enforcement departments in advancement
selection or lateral determination (moving officers from one setting to another). Another
use may be in partner selection. If a department attempts to pair aggressive and nonaggressive partners the AGR may provide a matching criterion score. If departments
provide educational programs on stress or anger management, they might use the SYS or
AGR to screen for officers who most need the additional training.
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‘University

INFORMED CONSENT
Graduate School
Department of Psychology

STRESS AND OFFICER SELECTION

11130 A nderson Street
Loma Linda, California 92350
(909) 478-8577
FAX: (909) 478-4171

Purpose & Procedure
I have been invited to participate in this study because I have chosen a
career in law enforcement. The purpose of this study is to understand the
relationship between personality and behavior as it relates to the stressful life of
a peace officer. If I choose to participate I recognize that no information held by
the researcher will have my name of any other identifying information directly
connecting the information to me personally. I will be given a questionnaire,
which will take approximately 20 minutes to complete. Further I give my
permission to my department to fill out a survey on my performance to date. The
researcher will also be provided with the data from my prehire psychological
testing. The Counseling Team will remove all identifying information from the
prehire psychological testing and departmental survey before it is given to the
researcher.
Risks:
I understand that there are no significant psychological or physical risks
associated with this study. Some times when people are asked questions about
stressful things they have not thought about before, they may experience
discomfort but usually this is not a lasting problem. The committee at Loma
Linda University that reviews human studies (Institutional Review Board) has
determined that participating in this study exposes me to minimal risk.
Benefits:
While there is no benefit to me personally, partidpating in this study may
contribute to the understanding of the way stress affects law enforcement
personnel and how specific personalities may be more resistant to that stress.
The long term potential benefit is to explore new uses for the MMPI in screening
for this resistance to stress.
Participant's Rights:
I understand that participation in this study is voluntary. My decision
whether or not to return this questionnaire will not affect my job status and my
participation or lack there of will in no way be included in any files related to my
employment.
Additional Costs:
No cost will occur to my department or me from participating in this
research study.
LOMR

UNDR

UNIUERSITV

INSTITUTIONni REIJIEUJ BOfiRD

Initial here

A SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST HP.ALTH SCIENCES INSTITUTION
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JtoMA vQnDA 'ZInIVERSITY
Graduate School
Department of Psychology

11130 A nderson Street
Loma Linda, California 92330
(909) 478-8577
FAX: (909) 478-4171

INFORMED CONSENT

STRESS AND OFFICER SELECTION
Impartial Third Party Contact:
I have been informed that if I wish to contact any impartial third party not
associated with this study regarding any complaint I may have about the study, I
may contact a Patient Representative, Loma Linda, CA 92350, phone (909)
824-4647.
Informed Consent Statement:
The process has been explained to me and I understand that the
information I provide is confidential and my name and identity will not be
disclosed in form to the researcher. I may withdraw from this study at any time
without any penalty to me. I have been told that I will not be paid to participate
in this study. I have read the content of this consent form and have listed to the
verbal explanation given to me by the investigator or his representative. My
questions concerning this study have been answered to my satisfaction. I
hereby give voluntary consent to participate in this study.
If I have additional questions about the study I may call Byron Greenberg,
M.S. or Matt Riggs, Ph.D. at (909) 478-8709, Loma Linda Department of
Psychology. Or I may also contact Bonnie Spitzer at The Counseling Team
(909) 884-0133 to discuss any concerns about confidentiality.
I have been given a copy of this consent form.

Participant:
PRINT NAME

Date:.

Participant:
SIGNATURE

LOMtt LINDH UNIUERSITV
INSTITUTIONAL REUIEUI BOARD
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»3Z0M Clioi
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A SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST HEALTH SCIENCES INSTITUTION

Your unique code number. This section will be removed by The Counseling Team and
the top portion will be returned to the researcher. The Counseling Team will use this
number on any Information they send to the researcher.
First letter of mother’s name
First letter of father’s name
Your middle Initial
Year you were born

example:
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Appendix C
Departmental Survey
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Version 2/17/99
Please complete the following form. Do not leave spaces blank. As you know the following information is confidential. DO
NOT write any other identifying information on this form. When you have completed the form return to:
Bonnie Spitzer, The Counseling Team, c/o LLU Stress & Selection Study, THANK-YOU

01. (a) Number Years on patrol.
(b) Number Years in other assignments__/
02. Over the last 12 months has this officers job inlcuded.....................
a. Supervision of other officers?..............
b. Working undercover, vice or on a crimes against children unit?..............................
c. Working as an FTO?....................................

03.

Has this officer been passed over for promotion?.....................................
If yes how many times?___________

04.
05.
06.

07.

Has this officer taken above normal leave or vacation days in the last 12
months?
Has this officer had administrative days off?..........................................
In the last 5 years, has this officer had a citizen complaint filed against them?
(substantiated or unsubstantiated) If no skip to 7.......................

09.
10.
11.
12.
13.

17
18
19
20.

YES

CjaD

a. Has this officer had two or more citizen complaints filed against them?..............

CjfSS

b. Have any of the complaints been for sexual misconduct?...................................

YES

C3

c. Have any of the complaints been for excessive force?....................................

YES

d. Have any of the complaints been for verbal discourtesy/abuse?......................

YES

e. Have any of the complaints been for failure or neglect of duty?........................

YES

In the last 5 years, has this officer had a departmental complaint filed against
them(substantiated or unsubstantiated)? If no skip to 8..............

Cyes^)

NO

a. Has this officer had two or more departmental complaint filed against them?........

yes

b. Have any of the complaints been for sexual misconduct?....................................

YES

c. Have any of the complaints been for excessive force?....................................
d. Have any of the complaints been for verbal discourtesy/abuse?......................

yes

CnO,

YES

NO,

^YES)

NO

Does this officer have any reference to assaultive, abusive or hostile behavior
in any part of their personnel file?.....................................
Since being hired, has this officer filed workers compensation claims?.....
Has this officer had excessive1 days off for medical or “personal” issues?..
Has this officer received any citations or commendations or any other
recognition for service “beyond the call of duty”?..............................
Has this officer ever turned down a promotion?................................
Has this officer ever filed a grievance against the department?...............
If yes how many times?

14
15
16

CfSb NO
YES

e. Have any of the complaints been for failure or neglect of duty?........................

08.

YES

YES

Cno)
NO

YES

<5®

YES

Cno;;)

no

C yes)

no

3

Has this officer ever been sent for a nonpromotional fitness for duty?.............
Has this officer taken stress leave?...............................................
Has this officer taken leave citing any of the following:

yes
YES

Cncu

a. lower back pain or other musculoskeletal pain...................................................

YES

i NO

b. Tension or migraine headaches......................................................................

YES

CN$

c. Bowel or lower gastrointestinal problems......................... ...............................

YES

d. Heart condition or angina.....................................................................

YES

CS)
CEsj

e. Depression................................................................................................

YES

CnoJ

f. Allergies...................................................................................................
g. Other physical illness please describe_________________________

YES

CNOO

YES

c™)

YES
Has this officer ever been reprimanded for “conduct unbecoming an officer”?
Strong
This officers general performance is: (circle one) Weak
Strong
This officers arrest record is: (circle one)
Weak
_
Of the last 25 arrests, how many included PC 148 or PC243 as primary or secondary__

Excessive means significantly more than the average officer or 25% more than allotted.
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